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Artificial intelligence

Machine Learning

Deep Learning
PCA 
SVM 

Bayesian analysis 
Decision Tree 

Random Forest 
Gradient Boosting Tree 

Neural networks 
…

Mainly deep neural network

AlphaGo, AlphaGo Zero, Alpha Zero,  Google 
translate, Amazon Echo, Self driving cars …



Applications of machine learning in HIC
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• Supervised learning 

• The most popular method in HIC: Bayesian analysis  

• Neural network for impact parameter determination 

• Convolution neural network for nuclear equation of state and  nuclear structure. 

• UNET for fast relativistic hydrodynamics 

• Unsupervised learning 

• Principle component analysis (PCA) for flow harmonics
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What is Bayesian analysis?

What’s scientific method? by Feymann
In general, we look for a new law by the following process. First, we
guess it, no, don’t laugh, that’s the truth. Then we compute the
consequences of the guess, to see what, if this is right, if this law we
guess is right, to see what it would imply and then we compare the
computation results to nature or we say compare to experiment or
experience, compare it directly with observations to see if it works.

Bayesian analysis is the scientific method!

P(θ|data) = P(θ)P(data|θ)
P(data)

where P(θ|data) is the posterior distribution of parameters θ = [α,β, γ]
given the experimental data, P(θ) is the prior (guess) distribution of θ,
P(data|θ) is the Gaussian likelihood between experimental data and
model output for any given θ, P(data) =

!
dθP(θ)P(data|θ) is the

evidence.
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo for Bayesian analysis

The evidence P(data) =
!
dθP(θ)P(data|θ) is very expensive to

compute. We have used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to
generate θ, whose distribution mimics the unnormalized probability
distribution,

P(θ|data) ∝ P(θ)P(data|θ)

with Metropolis Hastings algorithm (importance sampling).

! Initialize θ0.
! For i=0 to N-1

! Sample r ∼ U [0, 1].
! Sample θ∗ ∼ q(θ∗|θi )
! If r < min

!
1, p(θ∗)q(θi |θ∗)

p(θi )q(θ∗|θi

"

θi+1 = θ∗

else
θi+1 = θi

We have used PyMC library where the proposal function q(θ∗|θi ) is a
normal distribution with adaptively changing variance.

One can use

)
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FIG. 5. (a) Fifty equations of state were generated by ran-

domly choosing X 0
and R in Eq. (2) from the prior distribu-

tion and weighted by the posterior likelihood (b). The two

upper thick lines in each figure represent the range of lat-

tice equations of state shown in [4], and the lower thick line

shows the equation of state of a non-interacting hadron gas.

This suggests that the matter created in heavy-ion collisions

at RHIC and at the LHC has a pressure that is similar, or

slightly softer, to that expected from equilibrated matter.

rameters that determine the equation of state is shown
in Fig. 4. As a function of X 0 and R defined in Eq.
(2), the likelihood is significant for a large band near
the diagonal. Higher values of X 0, which delays the ap-
proach of the speed of sound to one third until higher
energy densities and makes the equation of state softer,
can be compensated by higher values of R, which sends
the speed of sound higher just above Tc and makes the
equation of state sti↵er. Fifty values of X 0 and R were
then taken randomly from both the prior, and weighted
by the posterior likelihood. For each case the speed of
sound is plotted as a function of the temperature in Fig.
2. It is clear that the experimental results significantly
constrain the equation of state and we also note that
the RHIC and LHC data in combination provide a bet-

ter constraint than either can alone. It appears that
the speed of sound cannot fall much below the hadron
gas value, ⇠ 0.15, for any extended range and that it
must rise with temperature. Figure 5 also shows a range
of equations of state from lattice calculations [4]. The
equations of state found here show a preference for being
slightly softer than those from the lattice, but the ranges
overlap.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Determining the equation of state from experiment
has proven di�cult due to the intertwined links between
model parameters and numerous observables. The sta-
tistical techniques applied here overcome these di�cul-
ties. The resulting constraints suggest the speed of sound
gradually rises as a function of temperature from the
hadron gas value. The band of equations of state from
Fig. 5 is modestly softer than that of lattice calculations,
but has significant overlap. This analysis strengthens the
supposition that the matter created in relativistic heavy
ion collisions has properties similar to that of equilibrated
matter according to lattice calculations and shows that
our model describes the dynamics of heavy ion collisions
well enough to permit the extraction the thermodynamic
and transport properties of equilibrium condensed QCD
matter.
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Lð~xÞ ∼
Y

i

exp f−ðzðmodÞ
i ð~xÞ − zðexpÞi Þ2=2g: ð1Þ

Here, ~x is the 14-dimensional vector describing a point in
parameter space and zi are principal components of the
observables, where each observable yi is first scaled by σi,
which describes the uncertainty one assigns to the com-
parison of the model to experiment, with σi accounting for
both experimental uncertainties and the error one might
associate with the model missing some of the physics.
Here, the uncertainties were all chosen to be 6% of each
observable. Changing this to 9% only modestly affected
the final result. The largest source of uncertainty derives
from the unknown impact of missing physics. These
shortcomings will be discussed further below.
Constraining the equation of state is the principal goal of

this study. The equation of state was chosen to be consistent
with that of a hadron gas for a temperature of 165 MeV,
which is the temperature at which the hydrodynamic
description switched to the microscopic hadronic simula-
tion. At the high-energy densities considered here, one can
neglect any small excess of baryons to antibaryons and the
equation of state can be expressed in terms of a single
variable such as the energy density ϵ. For temperatures
above 165 MeV, the speed of sound squared was para-
metrized to allow for a large range of equations of state,

c2sðϵÞ ¼ c2sðϵhÞ þ
!
1

3
− c2sðϵhÞ

"
X 0xþ x2

X 0xþ x2 þ X 02 ;

X 0 ¼ X 0RcsðϵÞ
ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
; x≡ ln ϵ=ϵh; ð2Þ

where ϵh is the energy density corresponding to
T ¼ 165 MeV. The two parameters R and X 0 describe
the behavior of the speed of sound at energy densities above
ϵh. Whereas R describes how the speed of sound rises or
falls for small x, X 0 describes how quickly the speed of
sound eventually approaches 1=3 at high temperature. Once
given c2sðϵÞ, thermodynamic relations provide all other
representations of the equation of state. Runs were per-
formed for 0.5 < X 0 < 5, and with −0.9 < R < 2. In the
limit R → −1 the speed of sound will have a minimum
of zero.
Ten of the 14 model parameters described the initial

stress-energy tensor and flow used to describe the initial
state and instantiate the hydrodynamic calculation, with 5
separate parameters describing the initial state for each
beam energy. Three parameters varied the transverse profile
of the initial energy density at each beam energy: a weight
between two saturation pictures, a normalization for the
initial energy density, and a screening parameter. These
three parameters, along with a parameter used to vary the
initial flow, are described in [14]. The fifth parameter
describes the initial anisotropy of the stress energy tensor
and was varied so that the longitudinal pressure Tzz could
vary between zero and the pressure P . The viscosity at the

transition temperature and its temperature dependence were
described by two parameters using the same functional
form that was used in Ref. [14]. The final two parameters
varied the equation of state.
The details of both the physical model and the statistical

method are described in Ref. [14]. The calculations shown
here were based on 1200 full-model runs. Thirty observ-
ables, 15 for RHIC data and 15 for the LHC, were related
to spectra, elliptic flow, and femtoscopic source sizes.
Observables were calculated for two centralities, 20%–30%
and 0%–5% for both the RHIC and LHC cases. At each
centrality the spectral observables were the mean transverse
momenta hpti for pions, kaons, and protons, and the
yield for pions. The three femtoscopic sizes, averaged over
the experimentally analyzed momentum range, Rout, Rside,
and Rlong described the dimensions of the outgoing
phase space cloud of particles with the same momenta.
The hpti-weighted measurement of the elliptic flow,
v2 ¼ hcos 2ϕi, quantified the preference for emitting par-
ticles in the reaction plane (ϕ ¼ 0 or 180°). Because the
model used initial energy profiles that were smoothed by
considering the averaged positions of incoming nucleons
within a nucleus, rather than more realistic lumpy, or
fluctuating, initial conditions, the model had to scale up
its predictions for elliptic flow by a factor of 1.10. This
accounts for the fact that the fluctuations result in larger
initial transverse elliptic asymmetries which then lead
proportionally to larger flows. The correction factor was
quantitatively evaluated assuming a linear response in v2
to initial eccentricity and found to be minimized in the
20%–30% centrality class. The v2 analysis was confined
to the 20%–30% centrality to minimize the effect of
fluctuating initial conditions. Additionally, the pT ranges
over which v2 was integrated were limited to 100 < pT <
1040 MeV and 100 < pT < 1200 MeV at RHIC and the
LHC, respectively. This was done, in part, to avoid the
momentum ranges where the choice of viscous corrections
could have a sizable effect [15].
The first 1000 runs were chosen semirandomly through-

out the 14-dimensional parameter space according to latin
hypercube sampling. The thirty observables were then
reduced to 14 principal components, which captured over
99.9% of the variance. Identically to what was done in
Ref. [14], these principal components were interpolated
from the 1000 runs using a Gaussian process emulator
during a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) exploration
of the parameter space. This yielded a posterior sampling of
the parameter space, i.e., a sampling that was weighted by
the likelihood to reproduce the measured observables.
A sampling of 50 points in parameter space was then
chosen according to the posterior distribution and evaluated
with the full model. Real model values were then compared
to the emulated values at these 50 points to validate
the emulator in the regions of high likelihood, which are
most important in correctly determining the posterior
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where      is the energy density corresponds

to temperature T=165 MeV; 

R and X’ controls the shape of the speed of sound as a function of energy density.
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Determining the QGP Properties via a 
Model to Data Comparison

experimental data:
π/K/P spectra
yields vs. centrality & beam
elliptic flow
HBT
charge correlations & BFs
density correlations

Model Parameter:
eqn. of state

shear viscosity
initial state

pre-equilibrium dynamics
thermalization time

quark/hadron chemistry
particlization/freeze-out

From S.Bass QM2017 talk.
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FIG. 7. Posterior distributions for the model parameters from calibrating to identified particles yields (blue, lower triangle)
and charged particles yields (red, upper triangle). The diagonal has marginal distributions for each parameter, while the
o↵-diagonal contains joint distributions showing correlations among pairs of parameters. †The units for ⌘/s slope are [GeV�1].

We place a uniform prior on the model parameters, i.e.
the prior is constant within the design range and zero
outside. Combined with the likelihood (29) and Bayes’
theorem (28), we can easily evaluate the posterior prob-
ability at any point in parameter space.

Posterior distributions are typically constructed using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. MCMC
algorithms generate random walks through parameter
space by accepting or rejecting proposal points based on

the posterior probability; after many steps the chain con-
verges to the desired posterior.
We use the a�ne-invariant ensemble sampler [113,

114], an e�cient MCMC algorithm that uses a large en-
semble of interdependent walkers. We first run O(106)
steps to allow the chain to equilibrate, discard these
“burn-in” samples, then generate O(107) posterior sam-
ples.
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III. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

With the full evolution model in hand, a number of im-
portant model parameters—related to both initial-state
entropy deposition and the QGP medium—remain un-
determined. These parameters typically correlate among
each other and a↵ect multiple observables, hence, if we
wish to describe a wide variety of experimental observ-
ables, the only option is a simultaneous fit to all param-
eters. However, it is not feasible to do this directly, since
simulating observables at even a single set of parameter
values requires thousands of individual events and signif-
icant computation time.

To overcome this limitation, we employ a Bayesian
method for parameter estimation with computationally
expensive models [23–26]. Briefly, the model is evalu-
ated at a relatively small O(102) number of parameter
points, the output is interpolated by a Gaussian pro-
cess emulator, and the emulator is used to systematically
explore the parameter space with Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods. This section summarizes the methodol-
ogy; see Ref. [32] for a complete treatment.

A. Model parameters and observables

We choose a set of nine model parameters for estima-
tion. Four control the parametric initial state:

1. the overall normalization factor,

2. entropy deposition parameter p from the general-
ized mean ansatz Eq. (14),

3. gamma shape parameter k, which sets nucleon mul-
tiplicity fluctuations in Eq. (12), and

4. Gaussian nucleon width w from Eq. (11), which
determines initial-state granularity;

the remaining five are related to the QGP medium:

5–7. the three parameters (⌘/s hrg, min, and slope) in
Eq. (4) that set the temperature dependence of the
specific shear viscosity,

8. normalization prefactor for the temperature depen-
dence of bulk viscosity Eq. (5), and

9. particlization temperature Tswitch.

This parameter set will enable simultaneous characteri-
zation of the initial state and medium, including any cor-
relations. Table I summarizes the parameters and their
corresponding ranges, which are intentionally wide to en-
sure that the optimal values are bracketed.

Having designated the model parameters and ranges,
we generated a 300 point maximin1 Latin hypercube de-
sign [110] in the nine-dimensional parameter space and

1 A “maximin” design maximizes the minimum distance between
points, thereby reducing large gaps and tight clusters.

TABLE I. Input parameter ranges for the initial condition
and hydrodynamic models.

Parameter Description Range

Norm Overall normalization 100–250

p Entropy deposition parameter �1 to +1

k Multiplicity fluct. shape 0.8–2.2

w Gaussian nucleon width 0.4–1.0 fm

⌘/s hrg Const. shear viscosity, T < Tc 0.3–1.0

⌘/s min Shear viscosity at Tc 0–0.3

⌘/s slope Slope above Tc 0–2 GeV�1

⇣/s norm Prefactor for (⇣/s)(T ) 0–2

Tswitch Particlization temperature 135–165 MeV

executed O(104) minimum-bias Pb+Pb events at each of
the 300 points. Each event consists of a single “bumpy”
(i.e. Monte Carlo sampled) initial condition and hydro
simulation followed by multiple samples of the freeze-out
hypersurface. The number of samples is roughly inversely
proportional to the event’s particle multiplicity so that
total particle production is constant across all events—
typically ⇠5 samples for central events and up to 100
for peripheral events. This strategy leads to consistent
statistical uncertainties across all parameter points and
centrality classes.
Parameter estimation relies on observables that are

sensitive to varying the model inputs. For example, bulk
viscosity suppresses radial expansion, so a meaningful es-
timate of the (⇣/s)(T ) normalization parameter requires
some measure of radial flow such as the mean transverse
momentum. Indeed, previous work has shown that fi-
nite bulk viscosity is necessary to simultaneously fit both
mean transverse momentum and anisotropic flow [44].
For the present study we compare to the centrality de-

pendence of identified particle yields dN/dy and mean
transverse momenta hpT i for charged pions, kaons, and
protons as well as two-particle anisotropic flow coe�-
cients vn{2} for n = 2, 3, 4. Table II summarizes the ob-
servables including kinematic cuts, centrality classes, and
experimental data, which are all from the ALICE experi-
ment, Pb+Pb collisions at

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV [108, 109].

These observables characterize the lowest-order moments
of the transverse momentum and flow distributions; in-
cluding higher-order quantities such as mean-square mo-
menta hp2T i [33] and four-particle cumulants vn{4} [111]
could enable a more precise fit.
When computing simulated observables, we strive to

replicate experimental methods as closely as possible. We
selected the same centrality classes as the correspond-
ing experimental data by sorting each design point’s
minimum-bias events by charged-particle multiplicity
dNch/d⌘ at midrapidity (|⌘| < 0.5) and dividing the
events into the desired percentile bins. We computed
identified dN/dy and hpT i by simple counting and aver-
aging of the desired species at midrapidity (|y| < 0.5);
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We quantitatively estimate properties of the quark-gluon plasma created in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions utilizing Bayesian statistics and a multi-parameter model-to-data comparison.
The study is performed using a recently developed parametric initial condition model, TRENTo,
which interpolates among a general class of particle production schemes, and a modern hybrid model
which couples viscous hydrodynamics to a hadronic cascade. We calibrate the model to multiplicity,
transverse momentum, and flow data and report constraints on the parametrized initial conditions
and the temperature-dependent transport coe�cients of the quark-gluon plasma. We show that
initial entropy deposition is consistent with a saturation-based picture, extract a relation between
the minimum value and slope of the temperature-dependent specific shear viscosity, and find a clear
signal for a nonzero bulk viscosity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulations based on relativistic viscous hydrodynam-
ics have been highly successful describing a wealth of
bulk observables in heavy-ion collisions at the Relativis-
tic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven, NY and
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva, Switzer-
land. Initially, the success of hydrodynamic simulations
was primarily qualitative. The framework elegantly de-
scribed a number experimental phenomena, for example
the existence of large azimuthal particle correlations, the
mass ordering of these correlations, and their character-
istic momentum dependence.

Modern hydrodynamic simulations have greatly ex-
panded upon the successes of first-generation models.
The addition of dissipative corrections to ideal hydro-
dynamics [1–6], event-by-event fluctuations in the collid-
ing nuclei [7, 8], and modern lattice quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) calculations for the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) equation of state [9–11] are just a few examples
of developments which have dramatically improved the
agreement of hydrodynamic models with experiment.

These developments have positioned hydrodynamic
modeling to evolve beyond a qualitative science and
quantitatively extract intrinsic properties of hot and
dense QCD matter. A primary goal of the ongoing ef-
fort is to determine the temperature dependence of QGP
transport coe�cients such as the specific shear viscos-
ity ⌘/s, theorized to reach a lower bound ⌘/s � 1/4⇡
near the QGP phase transition temperature [12–14].
An estimate of the e↵ective (constant) QGP shear vis-
cosity needed to fit spectra and flows at RHIC found
1  4⇡⌘/s  2.5 [15], while independent studies have re-
ported estimates consistent with this range [6, 16, 17].

The remaining uncertainty in ⌘/s arises largely from
the hydrodynamic initial conditions: di↵erent initial con-
dition models lead to di↵erent hydrodynamic flow and

hence prefer di↵erent values of ⌘/s. Current e↵orts to re-
duce uncertainties include improving theoretical descrip-
tions of the initial conditions [18, 19] and testing respec-
tive model predictions against sensitive new observables
[20–22]. The process thus defines an iterative cycle in
which theory calculations are embedded in hydrodynamic
transport simulations, analyzed against a comprehensive
list of bulk observables, and used to generate testable
predictions which inform subsequent refinements to the
theory.
Model optimization and comparison is often compli-

cated by multiple undetermined and highly correlated
input parameters. In addition to QGP transport coe�-
cients, simulations depend on auxiliary inputs such as an
e↵ective nucleon width and QGP thermalization time, all
of which must be simultaneously optimized. Evaluating
a model for a single set of parameters requires thousands
of individual event simulations, so direct optimization
techniques quickly become intractable.
One solution to the model optimization problem is the

use of modern Bayesian methods to estimate the parame-
ters of computationally intensive models [23–26]. A given
model is first evaluated at a relatively small number of
parameter configurations and the results are interpolated
by a Gaussian process emulator [27]. Then, using the em-
ulator as a stand-in for the full model, a standard Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm exhaustively ex-
plores the parameter space and extracts probability dis-
tributions for the optimal values of each parameter.
Bayesian methods have been applied to heavy-ion col-

lisions in several previous studies [28–33], including sim-
ulations initialized with a two-component Monte Carlo
Glauber (MC-Glb.) model [34] and the Kharzeev-Levin-
Nardi (MC-KLN) model [35], an implementation of color
glass condensate (CGC) e↵ective field theory [36, 37]. Fu-
ture work could expand this coverage to additional cal-
culations of QGP initial conditions in order to systemat-
ically constrain each model’s parameters along with hy-
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Comparison of the heavy quark di↵usion coe�cients across multiple approaches available in the
literature. (left) spatial di↵usion coe�cient at zero momentum Ds2⇡T (p = 0). (right) momentum di↵usion coe�cient q̂/T 3

at p = 10 GeV.

bration, while the red area is the posterior estimate ex-
tracted from the combined analysis with 90% credibility.
Here we use the result of the combined analysis that cal-
ibrates on all the three systems. We note, however, the
posterior ranges of Ds2⇡T do not di↵er much between
di↵erent analysis, even though the posterior distributions
of the parameters (↵, �, �) show some deviation. The
dashed black lines represent the di↵usion coe�cient cal-
culated in leading order pQCD. The solid red lines depict
the di↵usion coe�cient using the median value of the pa-
rameters from the posterior distributions.

On the upper panel of Fig. 11, the di↵usion coe�cient
is plotted as function of temperature for 3 di↵erent val-
ues of the heavy quark momentum (p = 0 GeV/c, p = 15
GeV/c and p = 50 GeV/c): for p = 0 GeV/c, the di↵u-
sion coe�cient is solely determined by the linear compo-
nent, with the Ds2⇡T (p = 0) ⇠ 1 � 3 around Tc, (which
is the range of parameter ↵ for 5-95% percentiles). The
temperature dependence of Ds2⇡T is not far remote from
a simple linear relationship with positive slope. In ad-
dition, we notice that the 90% credibility range su↵ers
the least uncertainties in a temperature range around
T ⇠ 200�250 MeV, which we argue, is approximately the
average temperature that heavy quarks experience dur-
ing their propagation path. At higher temperature, the
posterior range of the spatial di↵usion coe�cient broad-
ens. A likely reason for this trend is due to the short
amount of time the bulk matter retains this high tem-
perature at the beginning of the system’s evolution. As
the system expands quickly, it rapidly cools, leaving only
a short period of time for the heavy quarks to interact
with the medium at that temperature, and therefore less

information can be obtained at high temperatures.

On the lower panel of Fig. 11 we explore the momen-
tum dependence of the di↵usion coe�cient for three dif-
ferent temperatures (T = 150 MeV, T = 350 MeV and
T = 550 MeV). As the heavy quark momentum increases,
the uncertainties of the posterior range decrease. At high
momentum, the di↵usion coe�cient reflects that of the
pQCD calculation, which is obtained from 2 ! 2 pro-
cess. The only freedom left in the parameterization is

the prefactor (�2p)2

1+(�2p)2 ,which varies only little for high mo-
menta. In the low momentum region, the parameterized
di↵usion coe�cient shows completely di↵erent behavior
from the pQCD calculation, which can be only the result
of the non-negligible contribution from non-perturbative
e↵ects, which are clearly needed in order to obtained a
realistic description of the heavy quarks at low and in-
termediate momentum.

In Fig. 12 we compare our estimate of the di↵usion co-
e�cient with the coe�cient used or calculated by a num-
ber of other models in the market [23, 27–30, 77] as well
as with lattice QCD calculations [31, 32]. The left frame
shows the temperature dependence of the spatial di↵u-
sion coe�cient at 0 momentum Ds2⇡T (p = 0). Our anal-
ysis is consistent with lattice QCD calculations within the
uncertainties currently inherent in lattice QCD calcula-
tions. Although the di↵usion coe�cients used in di↵erent
models are rather di↵erent, they all have a minimum near
Tc with a value range of Ds2⇡T (p = 0) = 1 � 7.

On the right frame, we compare our charm quark
transport coe�cient q̂ at p = 10 GeV/c with the results
from the LBT model and the JET collaboration [30, 77].
The transport coe�cient q̂ is roughly comparable with
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Flow chart of statistics analysis
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From ShanShan Cao’s talk, in present of JETSCAPE

Extraction of Q0 in MATTER+LBT

Design #1 Design #2

• Better constraint on parameters (shaper peaks) with more data input
• First quantitative constraint on Q0

• Extracted parameters are model dependent
22• First quantitative constraint on Q0.

• Better constrained using more data
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Jet energy loss distributions from LBT and
Bayesian analysis
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Extracting WAA using Bayesian analysis

From

RAA(pT ) ≈
!
d∆pTdσjet

pp (pT +∆pT )WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R)

dσjet
pp (pT )

.

we want to extract WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R) with minimum
assumptions. We found that the scaling function WAA(x = ∆pT/⟨∆pT ⟩)
can be fitted with normalized gamma distribution and the ⟨∆pT ⟩ can be
easily got from polynomial function or with one log() term.

WAA(x) =
ααxα−1e−αx

Γ(α)

⟨∆pT ⟩(pT ) = βpγT log(pT )

So the data driven Bayesian analysis is inspired by LBT calculation, but
the values of α,β and γ have no prior. The posterior distributions of
these parameters are fixed by Bayesian analysis.

LBT inspired statistical model:

where x =
�pT
h�pT i
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Extracting WAA using Bayesian analysis

From

RAA(pT ) ≈
!
d∆pTdσjet

pp (pT +∆pT )WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R)

dσjet
pp (pT )

.

we want to extract WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R) with minimum
assumptions. We found that the scaling function WAA(x = ∆pT/⟨∆pT ⟩)
can be fitted with normalized gamma distribution and the ⟨∆pT ⟩ can be
easily got from polynomial function or with one log() term.

WAA(x) =
ααxα−1e−αx

Γ(α)

⟨∆pT ⟩(pT ) = βpγT log(pT )

So the data driven Bayesian analysis is inspired by LBT calculation, but
the values of α,β and γ have no prior. The posterior distributions of
these parameters are fixed by Bayesian analysis.

The jet energy loss distributions

The single inclusive jet production in A+A collision is approximately,

dσjet
AA

dpTdη
≈ Nbin(b)

!

a,b,c

"
d∆pTW

c
AA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R)

× fa/A ⊗ fb/A ⊗ Hc
ab ⊗ Jc(pT +∆pT ,R |pTc)

For jet production at very high transverse energy, fa/A ≈ fa/p, and

RAA(pT ) ≈
#
d∆pTdσjet

pp (pT +∆pT )WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R)

dσjet
pp (pT )

.

from where one can define the mean pT loss,

⟨∆pT ⟩(pT ) =
"

∆pT∆pTWAA(pT → pT −∆pT ,R)

Question: can we unfold WAA(pT +∆pT → pT ,R) from RAA and
dσjet

pp (pT )?

d
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with the numbers of neurons as hyper-parameters. The connections between two layers form

a trainable weight matrix W . Each layer (except the input layer) learns representations of its

previous layer through firstly a linear operation z = xW +b and then use it as the argument

of an activation function �(z). The linear operation can perform various operations, such

as scaling, rotating, boosting, increasing or decreasing dimensions, on the vector x, with

the bias b a trainable parameter. �(z) activates the neurons of the present layer with their

values and computes the correlations between the neurons of the previous layer. By stacking

with multiple hidden layers, the deep neural network may learn high-level representations

that can be classified or interpreted easily. The activation functions used in our study are

shown in Fig. 4.

0

1

0 0

(a) Sigmoid (b) ReLU (c) PReLU

�(z) =
1

1 + exp(�z)
�(z) =

�
z, z > 0
az, z � 0

�(z) =

�
z, z > 0
0, z � 0

FIG. 4. (a) Sigmoid, the logistic function which has an ‘S’ shaped curve (b) ReLU, rectified linear

unit that activates the neuron when z > 0 and (c) PReLU parametric rectified linear unit that

additionally activates leaky neurons at z < 0 with learnable parameter a.

Loss function l(✓) is the di↵erence between the true value y (from the input of supervised

learning) and the predicted value ŷ = f(x, ✓) by the neural network in a forward pass. l(✓) is

minimized during the training by adjusting network parameter ✓. The simplest loss function

is the mean square error l(✓) =
P

i(ŷi � yi)2. In this paper we use the cross entropy loss

function from information theory,

l(✓) = � 1

N

NX

i=1

[yi log ŷi + (1 � yi) log(1 � ŷi)] (2)

With L1 or L2 regularizations, the loss function receives another term used to constrain the

zj =
NX

i=1

xiwij + bj

scaling, rotating, boosting, 
changing dimensions 

Fig from CS231N, Stanford

xi

wij hj

bj

ŷ

Forward pass

Linear operation Non-linear activation function hj = �(zj)

f(x, ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="dtvFeGGI91JjbpxaVittXVUDi8c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNgJYpJb0IvHCK4JZJcwO5lNhsw+mOkVw5Lf8OJBxatf482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dfiKFBtv+sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t7+rY5TxbjDYhmrrk81lyLiDgiQvJsoTkNf8o4/vsz9zh1XWsTRDUwS7oV0GIlAMApGcoPK/Sl2YcSBnvRLZbtq2zYhBOeE1M9tQ5rNRo00MMktgzJaoN0vvbuDmKUhj4BJqnWP2Al4GVUgmOTToptqnlA2pkPeMzSiIddeNrt5io+NMsBBrExFgGfq94mMhlpPQt90hhRG+reXi395vRSChpeJKEmBR2y+KEglhhjnAeCBUJyBnBhCmRLmVsxGVFEGJqaiCeHrU/w/cWrVZpVcn5VbF4s0CugQHaEKIqiOWugKtZGDGErQA3pCz1ZqPVov1uu8dclazBygH7DePgGGxJDp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dtvFeGGI91JjbpxaVittXVUDi8c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNgJYpJb0IvHCK4JZJcwO5lNhsw+mOkVw5Lf8OJBxatf482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dfiKFBtv+sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t7+rY5TxbjDYhmrrk81lyLiDgiQvJsoTkNf8o4/vsz9zh1XWsTRDUwS7oV0GIlAMApGcoPK/Sl2YcSBnvRLZbtq2zYhBOeE1M9tQ5rNRo00MMktgzJaoN0vvbuDmKUhj4BJqnWP2Al4GVUgmOTToptqnlA2pkPeMzSiIddeNrt5io+NMsBBrExFgGfq94mMhlpPQt90hhRG+reXi395vRSChpeJKEmBR2y+KEglhhjnAeCBUJyBnBhCmRLmVsxGVFEGJqaiCeHrU/w/cWrVZpVcn5VbF4s0CugQHaEKIqiOWugKtZGDGErQA3pCz1ZqPVov1uu8dclazBygH7DePgGGxJDp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dtvFeGGI91JjbpxaVittXVUDi8c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNgJYpJb0IvHCK4JZJcwO5lNhsw+mOkVw5Lf8OJBxatf482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dfiKFBtv+sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t7+rY5TxbjDYhmrrk81lyLiDgiQvJsoTkNf8o4/vsz9zh1XWsTRDUwS7oV0GIlAMApGcoPK/Sl2YcSBnvRLZbtq2zYhBOeE1M9tQ5rNRo00MMktgzJaoN0vvbuDmKUhj4BJqnWP2Al4GVUgmOTToptqnlA2pkPeMzSiIddeNrt5io+NMsBBrExFgGfq94mMhlpPQt90hhRG+reXi395vRSChpeJKEmBR2y+KEglhhjnAeCBUJyBnBhCmRLmVsxGVFEGJqaiCeHrU/w/cWrVZpVcn5VbF4s0CugQHaEKIqiOWugKtZGDGErQA3pCz1ZqPVov1uu8dclazBygH7DePgGGxJDp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dtvFeGGI91JjbpxaVittXVUDi8c=">AAAB8nicdVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNgJYpJb0IvHCK4JZJcwO5lNhsw+mOkVw5Lf8OJBxatf482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dfiKFBtv+sJaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t7+rY5TxbjDYhmrrk81lyLiDgiQvJsoTkNf8o4/vsz9zh1XWsTRDUwS7oV0GIlAMApGcoPK/Sl2YcSBnvRLZbtq2zYhBOeE1M9tQ5rNRo00MMktgzJaoN0vvbuDmKUhj4BJqnWP2Al4GVUgmOTToptqnlA2pkPeMzSiIddeNrt5io+NMsBBrExFgGfq94mMhlpPQt90hhRG+reXi395vRSChpeJKEmBR2y+KEglhhjnAeCBUJyBnBhCmRLmVsxGVFEGJqaiCeHrU/w/cWrVZpVcn5VbF4s0CugQHaEKIqiOWugKtZGDGErQA3pCz1ZqPVov1uu8dclazBygH7DePgGGxJDp</latexit>

cat? 
dog?



How does neural network learn
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Input: x
f(x, ✓)

✓ = ✓ � ✏
@L
@✓

gradient decent

back propagation

ŷ network prediction
true answery

L =
X

i

(ŷi � yi)
2

loss function (error)

network

@L

@✓
> 0

<latexit sha1_base64="NjfApuoIftQvO+IoXTh/i/gMyzY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NjfApuoIftQvO+IoXTh/i/gMyzY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NjfApuoIftQvO+IoXTh/i/gMyzY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NjfApuoIftQvO+IoXTh/i/gMyzY=">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</latexit>@L

@✓
< 0

<latexit sha1_base64="DwCXEOzvQ3rsDjqH3hXeDqqMtgA=">AAACDnicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwaBYhd245AEWQRsLiwjGBLIhzE5mkyGzD2buCmHJH9j4KzYWKrbWdv6Ns0nEB3rgwuGce2fuPW4kuALTfDcyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn5751qFsaSsSUMRyrZLFBM8YE3gIFg7koz4rmAtd3SW+q0bJhUPgysYR6zrk0HAPU4JaKmXP3Q8SWjiREQCJwJfTL64A0MGZIJPsNnLF8xirVou2WVsFk2zYpWslJQq9rGNLa2kKKA5Gr38m9MPaeyzAKggSnUsM4Jukr5MBZvknFixiNARGbCOpgHxmeom03sm+EArfeyFUlcAeKp+n0iIr9TYd3WnT2Cofnup+JfXicGrdhMeRDGwgM4+8mKBIcRpOLjPJaMgxpoQKrneFdMh0QGBjjCnQ/i8FP9PmqVirWhd2oX66TyNLNpD++gIWaiC6ugcNVATUXSL7tEjejLujAfj2XiZtWaM+cwu+gHj9QNKlpxh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwCXEOzvQ3rsDjqH3hXeDqqMtgA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwCXEOzvQ3rsDjqH3hXeDqqMtgA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwCXEOzvQ3rsDjqH3hXeDqqMtgA=">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</latexit>

@L

@✓
= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="tHlq86A4BJTz+a3QvVGTJrpcVrg=">AAACDnicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwaBYhd245FEIQRsLiwjGBLIhzE5mkyGzD2buCmHJH9j4KzYWKrbWdv6Ns0nEB3rgwuGce2fuPW4kuALTfDcyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn5751qFsaSsSUMRyrZLFBM8YE3gIFg7koz4rmAtd3SW+q0bJhUPgysYR6zrk0HAPU4JaKmXP3Q8SWjiREQCJwJfTL64A0MGZIJPsNnLF8xirVou2WVsFk2zYpWslJQq9rGNLa2kKKA5Gr38m9MPaeyzAKggSnUsM4Jukr5MBZvknFixiNARGbCOpgHxmeom03sm+EArfeyFUlcAeKp+n0iIr9TYd3WnT2Cofnup+JfXicGrdhMeRDGwgM4+8mKBIcRpOLjPJaMgxpoQKrneFdMh0QGBjjCnQ/i8FP9PmqVirWhd2oX66TyNLNpD++gIWaiC6ugcNVATUXSL7tEjejLujAfj2XiZtWaM+cwu+gHj9QNMG5xi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tHlq86A4BJTz+a3QvVGTJrpcVrg=">AAACDnicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwaBYhd245FEIQRsLiwjGBLIhzE5mkyGzD2buCmHJH9j4KzYWKrbWdv6Ns0nEB3rgwuGce2fuPW4kuALTfDcyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn5751qFsaSsSUMRyrZLFBM8YE3gIFg7koz4rmAtd3SW+q0bJhUPgysYR6zrk0HAPU4JaKmXP3Q8SWjiREQCJwJfTL64A0MGZIJPsNnLF8xirVou2WVsFk2zYpWslJQq9rGNLa2kKKA5Gr38m9MPaeyzAKggSnUsM4Jukr5MBZvknFixiNARGbCOpgHxmeom03sm+EArfeyFUlcAeKp+n0iIr9TYd3WnT2Cofnup+JfXicGrdhMeRDGwgM4+8mKBIcRpOLjPJaMgxpoQKrneFdMh0QGBjjCnQ/i8FP9PmqVirWhd2oX66TyNLNpD++gIWaiC6ugcNVATUXSL7tEjejLujAfj2XiZtWaM+cwu+gHj9QNMG5xi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tHlq86A4BJTz+a3QvVGTJrpcVrg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tHlq86A4BJTz+a3QvVGTJrpcVrg=">AAACDnicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwaBYhd245FEIQRsLiwjGBLIhzE5mkyGzD2buCmHJH9j4KzYWKrbWdv6Ns0nEB3rgwuGce2fuPW4kuALTfDcyC4tLyyvZ1dza+sbmVn5751qFsaSsSUMRyrZLFBM8YE3gIFg7koz4rmAtd3SW+q0bJhUPgysYR6zrk0HAPU4JaKmXP3Q8SWjiREQCJwJfTL64A0MGZIJPsNnLF8xirVou2WVsFk2zYpWslJQq9rGNLa2kKKA5Gr38m9MPaeyzAKggSnUsM4Jukr5MBZvknFixiNARGbCOpgHxmeom03sm+EArfeyFUlcAeKp+n0iIr9TYd3WnT2Cofnup+JfXicGrdhMeRDGwgM4+8mKBIcRpOLjPJaMgxpoQKrneFdMh0QGBjjCnQ/i8FP9PmqVirWhd2oX66TyNLNpD++gIWaiC6ugcNVATUXSL7tEjejLujAfj2XiZtWaM+cwu+gHj9QNMG5xi</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="+ulDbMSIQdrJXEu9JsDrwYDMNJM=">AAAB53icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ19LErunHhogVjhTaUyXTSjp08mJkIJfQL3LhQcesvufNvnLQVVPTAhcM593LvPX7CmVSW9WEUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+wY2MU0GoS2Iei1sfS8pZRF3FFKe3iaA49Dnt+pOL3O/eUyFZHF2raUK9EI8iFjCClZY6V4NyxTKbjVrVqSHLtKy6XbVzUq07Zw6ytZKjAku0B+X3/jAmaUgjRTiWsmdbifIyLBQjnM5K/VTSBJMJHtGephEOqfSy+aEzdKKVIQpioStSaK5+n8hwKOU09HVniNVY/vZy8S+vl6qg4WUsSlJFI7JYFKQcqRjlX6MhE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMscBE6WxKOoSvT9H/xK2aTdPuOJXW+TKNIhzBMZyCDXVowSW0wQUCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFeF60FYzlzCD9gvH0CceiM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ulDbMSIQdrJXEu9JsDrwYDMNJM=">AAAB53icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ19LErunHhogVjhTaUyXTSjp08mJkIJfQL3LhQcesvufNvnLQVVPTAhcM593LvPX7CmVSW9WEUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+wY2MU0GoS2Iei1sfS8pZRF3FFKe3iaA49Dnt+pOL3O/eUyFZHF2raUK9EI8iFjCClZY6V4NyxTKbjVrVqSHLtKy6XbVzUq07Zw6ytZKjAku0B+X3/jAmaUgjRTiWsmdbifIyLBQjnM5K/VTSBJMJHtGephEOqfSy+aEzdKKVIQpioStSaK5+n8hwKOU09HVniNVY/vZy8S+vl6qg4WUsSlJFI7JYFKQcqRjlX6MhE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMscBE6WxKOoSvT9H/xK2aTdPuOJXW+TKNIhzBMZyCDXVowSW0wQUCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFeF60FYzlzCD9gvH0CceiM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ulDbMSIQdrJXEu9JsDrwYDMNJM=">AAAB53icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ19LErunHhogVjhTaUyXTSjp08mJkIJfQL3LhQcesvufNvnLQVVPTAhcM593LvPX7CmVSW9WEUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+wY2MU0GoS2Iei1sfS8pZRF3FFKe3iaA49Dnt+pOL3O/eUyFZHF2raUK9EI8iFjCClZY6V4NyxTKbjVrVqSHLtKy6XbVzUq07Zw6ytZKjAku0B+X3/jAmaUgjRTiWsmdbifIyLBQjnM5K/VTSBJMJHtGephEOqfSy+aEzdKKVIQpioStSaK5+n8hwKOU09HVniNVY/vZy8S+vl6qg4WUsSlJFI7JYFKQcqRjlX6MhE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMscBE6WxKOoSvT9H/xK2aTdPuOJXW+TKNIhzBMZyCDXVowSW0wQUCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFeF60FYzlzCD9gvH0CceiM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ulDbMSIQdrJXEu9JsDrwYDMNJM=">AAAB53icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ19LErunHhogVjhTaUyXTSjp08mJkIJfQL3LhQcesvufNvnLQVVPTAhcM593LvPX7CmVSW9WEUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+wY2MU0GoS2Iei1sfS8pZRF3FFKe3iaA49Dnt+pOL3O/eUyFZHF2raUK9EI8iFjCClZY6V4NyxTKbjVrVqSHLtKy6XbVzUq07Zw6ytZKjAku0B+X3/jAmaUgjRTiWsmdbifIyLBQjnM5K/VTSBJMJHtGephEOqfSy+aEzdKKVIQpioStSaK5+n8hwKOU09HVniNVY/vZy8S+vl6qg4WUsSlJFI7JYFKQcqRjlX6MhE5QoPtUEE8H0rYiMscBE6WxKOoSvT9H/xK2aTdPuOJXW+TKNIhzBMZyCDXVowSW0wQUCFB7gCZ6NO+PReDFeF60FYzlzCD9gvH0CceiM5g==</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="DIAB+gnSvYzXiIgUFMV9AOthokA=">AAAB7HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIa+tgV3bisYNpCG8pkOmnHTh7M3Agl9B/cuFBx6we582+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89fiK4Asv6MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo+JUUubSWMSy5xPFBI+YCxwE6yWSkdAXrOtPr3K/e8+k4nF0C7OEeSEZRzzglICWOgOYMCDDcsUym41a1alhy7Ssul21c1KtOxcOtrWSo4JWaA/L74NRTNOQRUAFUapvWwl4GZHAqWDz0iBVLCF0Ssasr2lEQqa8bHHtHJ9pZYSDWOqKAC/U7xMZCZWahb7uDAlM1G8vF//y+ikEDS/jUZICi+hyUZAKDDHOX8cjLhkFMdOEUMn1rZhOiCQUdEAlHcLXp/h/4lbNpmnfOJXW5SqNIjpBp+gc2aiOWugatZGLKLpDD+gJPRux8Wi8GK/L1oKxmjlGP2C8fQJwK48+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DIAB+gnSvYzXiIgUFMV9AOthokA=">AAAB7HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIa+tgV3bisYNpCG8pkOmnHTh7M3Agl9B/cuFBx6we582+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89fiK4Asv6MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo+JUUubSWMSy5xPFBI+YCxwE6yWSkdAXrOtPr3K/e8+k4nF0C7OEeSEZRzzglICWOgOYMCDDcsUym41a1alhy7Ssul21c1KtOxcOtrWSo4JWaA/L74NRTNOQRUAFUapvWwl4GZHAqWDz0iBVLCF0Ssasr2lEQqa8bHHtHJ9pZYSDWOqKAC/U7xMZCZWahb7uDAlM1G8vF//y+ikEDS/jUZICi+hyUZAKDDHOX8cjLhkFMdOEUMn1rZhOiCQUdEAlHcLXp/h/4lbNpmnfOJXW5SqNIjpBp+gc2aiOWugatZGLKLpDD+gJPRux8Wi8GK/L1oKxmjlGP2C8fQJwK48+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DIAB+gnSvYzXiIgUFMV9AOthokA=">AAAB7HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIa+tgV3bisYNpCG8pkOmnHTh7M3Agl9B/cuFBx6we582+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89fiK4Asv6MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo+JUUubSWMSy5xPFBI+YCxwE6yWSkdAXrOtPr3K/e8+k4nF0C7OEeSEZRzzglICWOgOYMCDDcsUym41a1alhy7Ssul21c1KtOxcOtrWSo4JWaA/L74NRTNOQRUAFUapvWwl4GZHAqWDz0iBVLCF0Ssasr2lEQqa8bHHtHJ9pZYSDWOqKAC/U7xMZCZWahb7uDAlM1G8vF//y+ikEDS/jUZICi+hyUZAKDDHOX8cjLhkFMdOEUMn1rZhOiCQUdEAlHcLXp/h/4lbNpmnfOJXW5SqNIjpBp+gc2aiOWugatZGLKLpDD+gJPRux8Wi8GK/L1oKxmjlGP2C8fQJwK48+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DIAB+gnSvYzXiIgUFMV9AOthokA=">AAAB7HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZIa+tgV3bisYNpCG8pkOmnHTh7M3Agl9B/cuFBx6we582+ctBVU9MCFwzn3cu89fiK4Asv6MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo+JUUubSWMSy5xPFBI+YCxwE6yWSkdAXrOtPr3K/e8+k4nF0C7OEeSEZRzzglICWOgOYMCDDcsUym41a1alhy7Ssul21c1KtOxcOtrWSo4JWaA/L74NRTNOQRUAFUapvWwl4GZHAqWDz0iBVLCF0Ssasr2lEQqa8bHHtHJ9pZYSDWOqKAC/U7xMZCZWahb7uDAlM1G8vF//y+ikEDS/jUZICi+hyUZAKDDHOX8cjLhkFMdOEUMn1rZhOiCQUdEAlHcLXp/h/4lbNpmnfOJXW5SqNIjpBp+gc2aiOWugatZGLKLpDD+gJPRux8Wi8GK/L1oKxmjlGP2C8fQJwK48+</latexit>

local
minimum



Overfitting problem in fully connected network
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Num of parameters or training time

Training error
Validation error

Fixed data size

Early stopping

Goal: network trained with some data (training data) should generalize well on 
new data (validation data).



Ways to reduce overfitting
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1. Early stopping
2. Increase training dataset by 

a. preparing big amount of data. 
b. data augmentation (crop, scale, rotate, flip …).

3. Reduce number of parameters 
a. Dropout: randomly discard neurons. 
b. Drop connection: randomly discard connections. 
c. CNN: locally connected to a small chunk of neurons in the previous layer.
d. Go deep. S.Liang & R.Srikant, arXiv:1610.04161, 

4. Regularization, weight decay …



Convolution neural network — 1D
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LongGang Pang                 Identifying QCD transition using deep learning 
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“Deep Learning” BookDCNN = Deep Convolution Neural Network

From “Deep Learning” Book.



Convolution Neural Network — 2D
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a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34
a41 a42 a43 a44

<latexit sha1_base64="kqgNbCtTEixgCdHMvIHq8nzzj4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kqgNbCtTEixgCdHMvIHq8nzzj4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kqgNbCtTEixgCdHMvIHq8nzzj4s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kqgNbCtTEixgCdHMvIHq8nzzj4s=">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</latexit>

k11 k12 k13
k21 k22 k23
k31 k32 k33

<latexit sha1_base64="JATnCpa+OOrNgDvyUVtdw1fkQl8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JATnCpa+OOrNgDvyUVtdw1fkQl8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JATnCpa+OOrNgDvyUVtdw1fkQl8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JATnCpa+OOrNgDvyUVtdw1fkQl8=">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</latexit>

f11 f12
f21 f22

<latexit sha1_base64="5LsYzg4+Cgf+gQV1D2z1XkLLaS0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5LsYzg4+Cgf+gQV1D2z1XkLLaS0=">AAACJ3icdZDLSsNAFIYn3o23qks3g0VxVZJYelkpunGpYK3QlDKZntTBySTMTMQS8jhufBU3Iiq69E2c2BZU9IeBn++cw5zzBwlnSjvOuzU1PTM7N7+waC8tr6yuldY3LlScSgotGvNYXgZEAWcCWpppDpeJBBIFHNrB9XFRb9+AVCwW53qYQDciA8FCRok2qFc68AMYMJFFREt2m9thL3PdHO/iwng59v0CeRPkGWT7IPqTgV6p7FSajZpXrWGn4jh113ML49Wr+1XsGlKojMY67ZWe/H5M0wiEppwo1XGdRHczIjWjHHLbTxUkhF6TAXSMFSQC1c2+Ds3xjiF9HMbSPKHxF/0+kZFIqWEUmE6z35X6XSvgX7VOqsNGN2MiSTUIOvooTDnWMS5Sw30mgWo+NIZQycyumF4RSag22domhMml+H/T8irNintWLR8ejdNYQFtoG+0hF9XRITpBp6iFKLpDD+gZvVj31qP1ar2NWqes8cwm+iHr4xOC+KSn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5LsYzg4+Cgf+gQV1D2z1XkLLaS0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5LsYzg4+Cgf+gQV1D2z1XkLLaS0=">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</latexit>

a11k11 + a12k12 + a13k13

a21k21 + a22k22 + a23k23

a31k31 + a32k32 + a33k33
<latexit sha1_base64="yQ61X3xOL2KqeJtjsDKO/kZ/BbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yQ61X3xOL2KqeJtjsDKO/kZ/BbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yQ61X3xOL2KqeJtjsDKO/kZ/BbQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yQ61X3xOL2KqeJtjsDKO/kZ/BbQ=">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</latexit>
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Regression problem that predicts the transverse distance between 2 colliding 
nucleus from final state particle distribution in 5x5 (pt, pz) bins

PRC53:2358-2363,1996; S.A.Bass et.al
An improvement in performance of a factor of two as compared to classical techniques.
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LG. Pang, K.Zhou, N.Su, H.Petersen, H. Stoecker, XN. Wang. Nature Communications 2018.
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• Does the QCD phase transition 
signal survive the dynamical 
evolution of heavy ion collisions and 
exist in the final state output?

• Can deep neural network decode the 
phase transition type from complex 
output of heavy ion collisions

http://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-017-02726-3
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in the input and output layers respectively. In-between there can be multiple hidden layers

with the numbers of neurons as hyper-parameters. The connections between two layers form

a trainable weight matrix W . Each layer (except the input layer) learns representations of its

previous layer through firstly a linear operation z = xW +b and then use it as the argument

of an activation function �(z). The linear operation can perform various operations, such as

scaling, rotating, boosting, increasing or decreasing dimensions, on the vector x, with the

bias b a trainable parameter. �(z) activates the neurons of the present layer with their values

and computes the correlations between the neurons of the previous layer. For classification

network, softmax activation function �(z)j = exp(zj)/
PK

k=1 exp(zk) is usually used in the

final layer to compute the probability of each category. By stacking with multiple hidden

layers, the deep neural network may learn high-level representations that can be classified

or interpreted easily. The activation functions used in our study are shown in Fig. 5.

(a) Sigmoid (b) ReLU (c) PReLU

�(z) =
1

1 + exp(�z)
�(z) =

�
z, z > 0
az, z � 0

�(z) =

�
z, z > 0
0, z � 0

FIG. 5. (a) Sigmoid, the logistic function which has an ‘S’ shaped curve (b) ReLU, rectified linear

unit that activates the neuron when z > 0 and (c) PReLU parametric rectified linear unit that

additionally activates leaky neurons at z < 0 with learnable parameter a.

Loss function l(✓) is the di↵erence between the true value y (from the input of supervised

learning) and the predicted value ŷ = f(x, ✓) by the neural network in a forward pass. The

simplest loss function is the mean square error l(✓) =
P

i(ŷi � yi)2. In this paper we use the

cross entropy loss function from information theory,

l(✓) = � 1

N

NX

i=1

[yi log ŷi + (1 � yi) log(1 � ŷi)] (2)
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With L1 or L2 regularizations, the loss function receives another term used to constrain the

values of ✓ from going wildly,

L1 : l(✓) = l(✓) + �||✓||1 (3)

L2 : l(✓) = l(✓) + �||✓||22 (4)

where � is the regularization strength, ||✓||p ⌘
⇣Pn

j |✓j|p
⌘1/p

is the p-norm of the parameters

✓ = (✓1, ✓2, ..., ✓n). Larger � leads to smaller ✓, especially for high orders in the target

function, which increases the generalizability of the neural network.

Back propagation indicates the gradients of the loss function in parameter space propagate

in the backward direction of a neural network in order to update ✓. For example, in the

stochastic gradient decent (SGD) method, ✓ is updated with fixed learning rate ✏

✓
0
= ✓ � ✏

@l(✓)

@✓
(5)

In practice we train the network in batches, where ✓ is updated once for all the samples in

one batch,

✓
0
= ✓ � ✏

m

mX

i=1

@li(✓)

@✓
(6)

where m is the batchsize, li is the loss given by the ith training sample in a batch. In our

study, we use the AdaMax method [44], which computes adaptive learning rates for di↵erent

parameters based on estimating the first and second moments of the gradients. We initially

set the learning rate as ↵ = 10�4 and keep the other parameters the same as in [44].

Batch normalization solves the internal covariate shift problem, which is a common issue

in DL that hinders the learning e�ciency [39]. Using the batch mean µB = 1
m

Pm
i=1 xi and

batch variance �2
B = 1

m

Pm
i=1(xi �µB)2, the input vector x is normalized as x̂i =

xi�µBp
�2
B+✏

that

has mean 0 and variance 1, with ✏ a small number preventing divergence. The x̂ is further

scaled and shifted by �x̂ + � before going to the next layer, where � and � are trainable

parameters. Note that during the testing, population mean and variance of the training

dataset are used.

Dropout is a regularization technique that reduces overfitting by randomly discarding a

fraction of neurons (features) and all their associated connections to prevent co-adaption [47]

of neurons for each training sample .

Prediction Di↵erence Analysis is a method to visualize the di↵erence between the log-

odds of the prediction probability p(y|⇢) and p(y|⇢\i), where y is the class value, ⇢ is the real

loss function cross entropy L2 regularization
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FIG. 4. The mean and standard deviation of prediction accuracy in 10-fold cross validation tests

when di↵erent fractions of the training data is used to train the network.

accuracy increases as one increases the size of the training dataset, which is in line with the

practical expectation that more training data could boost the network’s performance. With

the full training data, we get on average a larger than 95% prediction accuracy, which is a

very positive manifestation of the generalization capability of our deep CNN.

For the network settings, most of the parameters are introduced in the fully connected

layers. In an alternative model, we add 2 more convolutional layers with filter size (3, 3) and

subsequent average pooling layers to reduce the number of neurons in the flatten layer and

also in the first fully connected layer, which helps to reduce the total number of parameters

by a factor of 10. This deeper neural network produces similar prediction accuracy and

model uncertainty in a 10-fold cross validation tests.

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Feedforward neural network learns one target function x : f(x, ✓) ! y that maps the

input vector x to output vector y with parameter ✓. Elements of x and y form the neurons

• 40000 events from 
CLVisc+AMPT model have 
been used for training 

• Another 4000 events from 
CLVisc+AMPT have been used 
for testing  

• 18000 events from another 
hydrodynamic model IEBE-
VISHNU and CLVisc+IPGlasma 
model have been used for further 
testing
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observables.

In fully overlapped tip-tip and body-body collisions, the measured slope of v2 as a function of

multiplicity by STAR collaboration disfavor the MCGlauber model [5] whose total entropy includes

a fractional contribution from number of binary collisions Nbc. At the same time, models that are

not explicitly depend on Nbc such as IP-Glasma model [6, 7] that is based on gluon saturation [8, 9]

and constituent quark Glauber model [10, 11] agree with measurement [12]. In the present study,

Trento Monte Carlo model [13] is employed to provide IP-Glasma-like fluctuating initial conditions

of heavy ion collisions. As a prototype study, we assume the final state charged multiplicity is

proportional to initial total entropy and the geometric eccentricity is a good representation of the

final state flow anisotropy.

II. METHOD

The framework of learning nuclear structures using machine learning can be summarized into 4

steps,

1. Model the nuclear collision with Xi = F (✓,', ri) where Xi is the collision final state of event

i, ✓ are the nuclear structure parameters that we’d like to predict from the collision output, '

are other parameters that affect the collision output but are irrelevant to the nuclear structure

and ri is the random seed for this specific event.

2. Extract features from collision final state X̃i = G(Xi), where G() is either the function that

computes predefined physical observables or a machine learning method to extract features

automatically.

3. Use the regression technique in machine learning to predict parameters of interests from

the statistical information of event-by-event simulations ✓ = ML({X̃i}), where {X̃i} is ei-

ther the correlation matrix between different components of X̃i, the 1-dimensional statistical

information of X̃i or the 2-dimensional histogram plots between any pair of features in X̃i.

A. The zoo of deformed nuclei

Many of the deformed nuclei have shapes given by the deformed Woods-Saxon potential,

⇢(r, ✓,�) =
⇢0

1 + e(r�R0(1+�2Y20(✓)+�4Y40(✓)))/a
(1)

•           controls the nuclear shape in the 
deformed Woods-saxon distribution 

• Can we determine these 2 parameters 
from final state of heavy ion collisions? 

• We test the idea with initial state total 
entropy and geometric eccentricity.

�2,�4
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Figure 2: (color-online) Several typical collision patterns of deformed nucleus (�2 = 0.5,�4 = 0)

with zero impact parameter.

the probability of tip-tip and body-body collisions, one has to choose the equal cos ✓ window other

than ✓ window (otherwise there are much fewer tip-tip collisions than body-body aligned events).

Here we have prepared 51x51=2601 groups of deformed U nucleus with 51 �2 2 [�0.5, 0.5] and 51

�4 2 [�0.2, 0.2], for each group we run Trento to get 100000 fluctuating initial conditions, compute

total entropy s0, participant planes and geometric eccentricity  2, 3, 4, 5, ✏2, ✏3, ✏4, ✏5. These

observables are used to compute the correlation matrix between each pair of observables in one

group. And finally for each group of parameters we have the correlation matrix elements as the

input training data and �2, �4 as the target. The correlation matrix is computed using

corr(x1, x2) =
hx1x2i
hx1ihx2i

(3)

In the following simple calculation, we have used 90% of the data for training and 10% for

testing. We have tried the simple regression methods in scikit-learn, using Ridge regression where

the loss function is a simple mean-square-error plus L2 regurlarization, Lasso regression where the

loss function is a mean-square-error plus L1 regurlarization, a single decision tree and gradient

boosting trees.

A thorough study may require relativistic hydrodynamic simulations of heavy ion collisions.

The 3+1D hydrodynamic simulations may provide useful information that can be used to quantify

the shape parameters, e.g., the event-plane twist along the longitudinal direction due to forward-

backward asymmetry. This asymmetry does not only arise in non-central collisions, but also in

central (zero impact parameter) tip-body collisions. Besides the longitudinal structure, the number

• The event-by-event distributions of 2nd order eccentricity vs total entropy looks different 
for collisions of spherical and deformed nuclei.
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of binary collisions, the jet yields, energy loss and jet anisotropic flow at intermediate transverse

momentum are all relevant information which might be useful to extract the nuclei shape parame-

ters. However, extending the present work to a full (3+1)D simulation or including in-medium jet

energy loss may go beyond the computation power since thousands of millions of events are required

to accumulate enough events for a meaningful regression. Before doing that, one may want to see

whether the (2+1)D simulations is sufficient to constrain the shape parameters to acceptable accu-

racies. This would be accessible by running the recently developed hydrodynamic code on GPUs

in (2+1)D mode, e.g., CLVisc [14] or GPU-VH [15].

III. RESULTS

A. Deep Convolution Neural Network for nuclear structure regression

Figure 3: (color-online) The regression performance using convolution neural network on images

with 4 color channels to represent the 2-dimensional histogram of entropy vs second order, third

order, fourth order and fifty order spatial eccentricity.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the regression performance for �2, |�2| and |�4|. The x-axis represents the

ground truth of deformation parameters, the y-axis represents the predictions by deep convolution

neural network. For �2 regression shown in the left figure, the predicted value by DCNN spans a

wide range from ��2 to �2. This big uncertainty is mysterious in the beginning as the nuclei shapes

are so different for positive and negative values of �2, where nuclei elongate along the symmetry

axis for positive �2 but compress for negative �2. The precise upper and lower bounds of the

uncertainty range inspire us that there might be a degeneracy where different �2 produces quite

similar statistical distributions of the selected physical observables F (�2) ⇡ F (��2). As a result,

there is no such inverse function F
�1 that maps the selected statistical information of collision

outputs to �2.

• A prior, it should be easy to learn the deformation parameters from heavy ion 
collisions. 

• In practice, the brute force attempt using machine learning implies that it might be 
difficult to distinguish 

• We are inspired to change the regression target to |�2| and |�4|
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Reason for degeneracy in high energy heavy ion collisions
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Fig. 1. U-net architecture (example for 32x32 pixels in the lowest resolution). Each blue
box corresponds to a multi-channel feature map. The number of channels is denoted
on top of the box. The x-y-size is provided at the lower left edge of the box. White
boxes represent copied feature maps. The arrows denote the di↵erent operations.

as input. First, this network can localize. Secondly, the training data in terms
of patches is much larger than the number of training images. The resulting
network won the EM segmentation challenge at ISBI 2012 by a large margin.

Obviously, the strategy in Ciresan et al. [1] has two drawbacks. First, it
is quite slow because the network must be run separately for each patch, and
there is a lot of redundancy due to overlapping patches. Secondly, there is a
trade-o↵ between localization accuracy and the use of context. Larger patches
require more max-pooling layers that reduce the localization accuracy, while
small patches allow the network to see only little context. More recent approaches
[11,4] proposed a classifier output that takes into account the features from
multiple layers. Good localization and the use of context are possible at the
same time.

In this paper, we build upon a more elegant architecture, the so-called “fully
convolutional network” [9]. We modify and extend this architecture such that it
works with very few training images and yields more precise segmentations; see
Figure 1. The main idea in [9] is to supplement a usual contracting network by
successive layers, where pooling operators are replaced by upsampling operators.
Hence, these layers increase the resolution of the output. In order to localize, high
resolution features from the contracting path are combined with the upsampled

7

a b c d

Fig. 4. Result on the ISBI cell tracking challenge. (a) part of an input image of the
“PhC-U373” data set. (b) Segmentation result (cyan mask) with manual ground truth
(yellow border) (c) input image of the “DIC-HeLa” data set. (d) Segmentation result
(random colored masks) with manual ground truth (yellow border).

Table 2. Segmentation results (IOU) on the ISBI cell tracking challenge 2015.

Name PhC-U373 DIC-HeLa

IMCB-SG (2014) 0.2669 0.2935
KTH-SE (2014) 0.7953 0.4607
HOUS-US (2014) 0.5323 -
second-best 2015 0.83 0.46
u-net (2015) 0.9203 0.7756

algorithms on this data set use highly data set specific post-processing methods1

applied to the probability map of Ciresan et al. [1].
We also applied the u-net to a cell segmentation task in light microscopic im-

ages. This segmenation task is part of the ISBI cell tracking challenge 2014 and
2015 [10,13]. The first data set “PhC-U373”2 contains Glioblastoma-astrocytoma
U373 cells on a polyacrylimide substrate recorded by phase contrast microscopy
(see Figure 4a,b and Supp. Material). It contains 35 partially annotated train-
ing images. Here we achieve an average IOU (“intersection over union”) of 92%,
which is significantly better than the second best algorithm with 83% (see Ta-
ble 2). The second data set “DIC-HeLa”3 are HeLa cells on a flat glass recorded
by di↵erential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy (see Figure 3, Figure 4c,d
and Supp. Material). It contains 20 partially annotated training images. Here we
achieve an average IOU of 77.5% which is significantly better than the second
best algorithm with 46%.

5 Conclusion

The u-net architecture achieves very good performance on very di↵erent biomed-
ical segmentation applications. Thanks to data augmentation with elastic defor-

1 The authors of this algorithm have submitted 78 di↵erent solutions to achieve this
result.

2 Data set provided by Dr. Sanjay Kumar. Department of Bioengineering University
of California at Berkeley. Berkeley CA (USA)

3 Data set provided by Dr. Gert van Cappellen Erasmus Medical Center. Rotterdam.
The Netherlands
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Abstract. There is large consent that successful training of deep net-
works requires many thousand annotated training samples. In this pa-
per, we present a network and training strategy that relies on the strong
use of data augmentation to use the available annotated samples more
e�ciently. The architecture consists of a contracting path to capture
context and a symmetric expanding path that enables precise localiza-
tion. We show that such a network can be trained end-to-end from very
few images and outperforms the prior best method (a sliding-window
convolutional network) on the ISBI challenge for segmentation of neu-
ronal structures in electron microscopic stacks. Using the same net-
work trained on transmitted light microscopy images (phase contrast
and DIC) we won the ISBI cell tracking challenge 2015 in these cate-
gories by a large margin. Moreover, the network is fast. Segmentation
of a 512x512 image takes less than a second on a recent GPU. The full
implementation (based on Ca↵e) and the trained networks are available
at http://lmb.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/people/ronneber/u-net.

1 Introduction

In the last two years, deep convolutional networks have outperformed the state of
the art in many visual recognition tasks, e.g. [7,3]. While convolutional networks
have already existed for a long time [8], their success was limited due to the
size of the available training sets and the size of the considered networks. The
breakthrough by Krizhevsky et al. [7] was due to supervised training of a large
network with 8 layers and millions of parameters on the ImageNet dataset with
1 million training images. Since then, even larger and deeper networks have been
trained [12].

The typical use of convolutional networks is on classification tasks, where
the output to an image is a single class label. However, in many visual tasks,
especially in biomedical image processing, the desired output should include
localization, i.e., a class label is supposed to be assigned to each pixel. More-
over, thousands of training images are usually beyond reach in biomedical tasks.
Hence, Ciresan et al. [1] trained a network in a sliding-window setup to predict
the class label of each pixel by providing a local region (patch) around that pixel
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2

FIG. 1: An illustration of the encode-decode network, stacked U-net, which consists of the input and out layers and four

residual U-net blocks. The right figure shows the U-net structure, and the depth of the hidden layer is written on the top of

them.

gradient flow in the deeper part of the network during
back propagation. Fig. 1 presents an intuitional view
of the network structure. It consists of 4 serially con-
nected U-net blocks with residual connections between
them. Each U-net block has 3 convolution layers and 3
deconvolution layers. In each U-net block, the output of
the first two convolution layers are also fed into the last
two deconvolution layers respectively by concatenating
the feature maps along the channel dimension. The ac-
tivation function for all layers except for the output one
is Leaky ReLU f (x) = max {x, 0.03x}, while that for
the output layer is softplus f (x) = ln (1 + ex) for T ⌧⌧

mapping and f (x) = 1 for T ⌧x and T ⌧y mapping. To
make the network focus more on local patterns, we set
the kernel size of all convolution and deconvolution layers
to 3⇥ 3. The loss function of the network is normalized
MAE loss Loss = |y1�y0|

|y0| , where y1 is the output of the
network and y0 is the ground truth. We use the standard
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm for op-
timization. The batch size for training is 16 and learning
rate exponentially decays from 10�3 to 10�5. Our code
is built with TensorFlow and the training process runs
for about 1 day on a machine with single NVIDIA Tesla
P40 GPU, using 10000 “initial” and “final” profiles from
VISH2+1 hydrodynamic simulations.

We have noticed that, although one trained sU-net

can make nice predictions for shorter hydrodynamic evo-
lution, it fails to accurately predict the final profiles of
longer evolution time (⌧ � ⌧0 > 4.0 fm/c) from the initial
profiles at ⌧0 [26]. Considering that the evolving QGP
system is highly non-linear and tends to smear-out its
initial structures during longer evolution, we divide the
whole evolution time ⌧ � ⌧0 into n parts with equal time
interval �⌧ : ⌧ � ⌧n�1 ... ⌧2 � ⌧1, ⌧1 � ⌧0. For each
evolution part, we train an individual sU-net using the
corresponding “initial” and “final” profiles from hydro-
dynamics. To predict the final profiles at ⌧ from initial
profiles at ⌧0, we first use the trained sU-net-1 to pre-
dict the profiles at time ⌧1 and then use them as the
initial conditions for sU-net-2 to predict the profiles at
time ⌧2 and so on. In this way, the combined sU-net

series (i=1...n) mimic the hydrodynamic evolution with
much larger time step �⌧ that can not be managed by
traditional hydrodynamic algorithm (In more detail, for
the following evolution with ⌧ � ⌧0 = 6.0 fm/c, we set
n=3 with �⌧ = 2.0 fm/c). It also helps to significantly
accelerate the related event-by-event hydrodynamic sim-
ulations. Please refer to the following long paper for more
details [26].
Results As explained in the above text, we first use

10000 initial and final image sets from VISH2+1 with
MC-Glauber initial conditions to train the combined
stacked U-net, and then use the trained network to
predict the final profiles from the initial profiles gen-
erated from MC-Glauber, MC-KLN, AMPT and TRento as
tests. Fig. 2 presents a comparison between the results
from VISH2+1 hydrodynamic evolution and the predic-
tions from the network at ⌧ � ⌧0 = 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 fm/c
for 6 selected test cases. It shows that the well designed
and trained network could nicely predict the final states,
which captures the structures of the contour plots for
both final energy density and flow velocity. It is impres-
sive that, although the network is trained with the initial
and final image sets associated with the MC-Glauber ini-
tial conditions, it could still nicely predict the final pro-
files of other initial conditions with di↵erent fluctuation
patterns, as shown in panel (b), (d) and (f).
To further evaluate the predictive power of the net-

work, we further calculate the eccentricity coe�cients

"n =

R
rdrd� rne(r,�)ein�R
rdrd� rne(r,�)

(n = 2, 3, 4) (2)

for initial and final energy density e(r,�) profiles, which
are quantities commonly used to evaluate the deforma-
tion and inhomogeneity of the QGP fireball in relativis-
tic heavy ion collisions [17]. These values of "n (n=2, 3,
4) for these 6 selected test cases are written in the re-
lated panels (a-f). From Fig. 2 and the calculated values
of "n (n=2, 3, 4), we have also noticed that di↵erences
between the hydrodynamic results and the network pre-
dictions increase for longer evolution time since the com-
bined sU-net series tend to accumulates errors with more

The expansion of quark gluon plasma is learned in the image translation task using stacked 
UNET.

rµT
µ⌫ = 0
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Stacked UNET for fast relativistic hydrodynamics
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FIG. 2: Energy density and flow velocity profiles at ⌧ � ⌧0 = 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 fm/c, calculated from VISH2+1 and predicted by the

network for six test cases with initial profiles generated from MC-Glauber, MC-KLN, AMPT and TRENTo.

sU-net added. For details, please refer to [26].

Fig. 3 presents the eccentricity distributions P ("n) for
the energy density profiles at evolutions times ⌧ � ⌧0 =
2.0 fm/c, 4.0 fm/c and 6.0 fm/c, calculated from VISH2+1

and predicted from the network for 10000 tested initial
profiles generated from MC-Glauber, MC-KLN, AMPT and
TRENTo. For all these tested cases, the final eccentricity
distributions P ("n) (n=2, 3, 4) from the network almost
overlap with the ones from VISH2+1, which also obviously
deviate from the initial eccentricity distributions P0("n).

We also find that, with the well trained network, the
final state profiles can be speedily generated from the
initial profiles. Compared with the 10-20 minute calcu-
lation time with traditional CPU for a single-event hy-
drodynamic evolution, the network takes several seconds
to directly generate the final profile for di↵erent types of
initial profiles with the P40 GPU, which shows the poten-
tial to significantly accelerate the realistic event-by-event
hydrodynamic simulations in the near future.

Conclusion and outlook Using 10000 initial and final
energy momentum tensor profiles from VISH2+1 hydro-

dynamics with MC-Glauber initial conditions, we success-
fully trained a deep neutral network based on stacked

U-net, and use it to predict the final profiles for di↵erent
initial conditions, including MC-Glauber, MC-KLN, AMPT
and TRENTo. A comparison with the VISH2+1 results
showed that the network predictions could nicely capture
the magnitude and inhomogeneous structures of the final
profiles, which also nicely describe the related eccentric-
ity distributions P ("n) (n=2, 3, 4). These results indicate
that deep learning could capture the main feature of the
non-linear evolution of hydrodynamics, which also shows
the potential of largely accelerating the realistic event-
by-event hydrodynamic simulations in relativistic heavy
ion collisions.

Currently, our investigations mainly focus on mimick-
ing the 2+1-dimensional hydrodynamic evolution with
fixed evolution time, using the deep learning technique.
For more realistic implementation to relativistic heavy
ion collisions, it is worthwhile to explore the possibilities
of mapping the initial profiles to the final profiles on the
freeze-out surface with fixed energy density as well as



Unsupervised learning: Principle component analysis (PCA)
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1. PCA looks for most important features (principle components) of data 
2. Principle components means largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix



• 12 pseudo-rapidity bins, covariance matrix 12x12 

• Multiplicity v0:   

• global fluctuation:  

• forward-backward asymmetry: ~ 1/60 global fluctuation 

• next mode (even parity): ~ 1/300 global fluctuations 

• The leading modes in (b) and (c) corresponds to the usual elliptic and 
triangle flow while subheading modes are attributed to small twist of 
event plane angles and flow amplitude fluctuations.

Unsupervised learning: Principle component analysis (PCA)
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PRL 114, 152301 (2015), Rajeev S. Bhalerao, Jean-Yves Ollitrault, Subrata Pal, Derek Teaney
Principal component analysis of event-by-event fluctuations
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III. RESULTS

In order to illustrate the method, we analyze 104 Pb-
Pb collisions at

p
s = 2.76 TeV in the 0-10% central-

ity range,4 generated using the string-melting version of
the AMPT model [19]. Initial conditions are generated
via the HIJING 2.0 model [26] which contains nontrivial
event-by-event fluctuations at the nucleonic and partonic
levels [27]. In AMPT, collective flow is generated mainly
as a result of partonic cascade. AMPT also has reso-
nance formations and decays, and thus contains non-flow
e↵ects. We have checked that the present implementa-
tion reproduces LHC data for anisotropic flow (v2 to v6)
at all centralities [28].

We first construct the pair distribution, Eq. (6), for all
particles in the �3 < ⌘ < 3 pseudorapidity window, in ⌘
bins of 0.5. We then diagonalize the 12⇥12 matrix corre-
sponding to these pseudorapidity bins. The eigenvalues
are in general strongly ordered from largest to smallest.
There are a few negative eigenvalues which can be at-
tributed to statistical fluctuations.5

The leading principal components for n = 0, n = 2,
and n = 3 are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 (a) displays the
principal modes of multiplicity fluctuations (n = 0) as

a function of pseudorapidity. The leading mode v(1)0 (⌘)
is a global 12% relative fluctuation, independent of ⌘,
corresponding to the fluctuation of the total multiplic-
ity within the event sample. The next-to-leading mode

v(2)0 (⌘) is odd and of much smaller amplitude, as shown
by the eigenvalues, �(2)

⇠ �(1)/60. A natural source of
this odd mode is the small di↵erence between the partic-
ipant numbers of projectile and target nuclei induced by
fluctuations, which creates a forward-backward asymme-
try of the multiplicity [29, 30]. Since both the colliding
system and the analysis window are symmetric around
⌘ = 0, principal components have definite parity in ⌘, up

to statistical fluctuations. Indeed, the next mode v(3)0 (⌘)
is even, suggesting that principal components typically
have alternating parities. The corresponding eigenvalue

is again much smaller, �(3)
⇠ �(2)/5. v(4)0 (⌘) and higher

modes are blurred by statistical fluctuations. Note that
Eq. (7) defines principal components up to a sign. Here,

we conventionally choose v(↵)n (⌘) > 0 at forward rapid-
ity. Fig. 1 also illustrates the orthogonality of principal
components, that is,

X

⌘

V (↵)
n (⌘)V (�)⇤

n (⌘) = 0 if ↵ 6= �. (11)

4 We only show one centrality bin for sake of illustration, but we
have checked that results are similar for other centralities.

5 This can be checked by applying the PCA to purely statisti-
cal fluctuations. We generated random matrices according to
the statistical error of Vn�(p1, p2), and found that the nega-
tive eigenvalues of Vn�(p1, p2) are compatible with the negative
eigenvalues of these random matrices.
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FIG. 1. Principal component analysis as a function of pseu-
dorapidity for Pb+Pb collisions at

p
s = 2.76 TeV in the 0-

10% centrality window generated with AMPT. (a) Multiplic-
ity fluctuations; (b) Elliptic flow fluctuations; (c) Triangular
flow fluctuations.

Thus, v(↵)n (⌘) typically has ↵� 1 nodes.
Fig. 1 (b) and (c) display the principal components of

elliptic and triangular flow fluctuations as a function of

pseudorapidity. The leading modes v(1)n (⌘) correspond
to the usual elliptic and triangular flows, which depend
weakly on ⌘ at the LHC [31, 32]. The subleading modes

v(2)n (⌘) are odd and of smaller amplitude (�(2)
' �(1)/13).

These rapidity-odd harmonic flows, or torqued flows, can
be attributed to the small relative angle between n-th
harmonic participant planes defined in the projectile and
target nuclei [33].
Note that the correlation matrix Vn�(⌘1, ⌘2) is the sum

of flow and nonflow correlations [34]. The nonflow corre-
lation is significant only for small values of the relative
pseudorapidity �⌘ ⌘ |⌘1 � ⌘2|. If the range in �⌘ is
smaller than the binning, it contributes to the diagonal
elements, and its e↵ect is to shift all eigenvalues by a con-
stant. We observe in general a clear ordering of eigenval-
ues (�(2)/�(3)

⇠ �(3)/�(4)
⇠ 2) which suggests that the

v10 ⇡ 12%
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Other unsupervised learning
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• The unsupervised learning algorithms are extremely useful in experimental data 
analysis, because of lacking labeled training data. 

• k-means clustering (anomaly detection, new physics finding)

• (Denoising/Variational) Autoencoders (detector efficiency correction)

• Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (for super resolution, image translation, 
event generator)



Future challenges — deep learning for jet tagging
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convolutional layer

max-pooling

dense layer
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gluon jet
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Figure 2: An illustration of the deep convolutional neural network architecture. The first

layer is the input jet image, followed by three convolutional layers, a dense layer and an

output layer.

charged, neutral and negatively charged particles. To be concrete, in this study we take three

input channels:

red = transverse momenta of charged particles

green = the transverse momenta of neutral particles

blue = charged particle multiplicity

Each of these observables is evaluated on each image pixel. All channels of the image undergo

the standard pre-processing: the images are normalized such that
P

ij I
(k)
ik = 1, where k

indexes over channel; the zero centering and standardization are done for each pixel in each
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Deep learning in color: towards automated quark/gluon

jet discrimination
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Abstract: Artificial intelligence o↵ers the potential to automate challenging data-processing

tasks in collider physics. To establish its prospects, we explore to what extent deep learning

with convolutional neural networks can discriminate quark and gluon jets better than ob-

servables designed by physicists. Our approach builds upon the paradigm that a jet can be

treated as an image, with intensity given by the local calorimeter deposits. We supplement

this construction by adding color to the images, with red, green and blue intensities given

by the transverse momentum in charged particles, transverse momentum in neutral particles,

and pixel-level charged particle counts. Overall, the deep networks match or outperform tra-

ditional jet variables. We also find that, while various simulations produce di↵erent quark and

gluon jets, the neural networks are surprisingly insensitive to these di↵erences, similar to tra-

ditional observables. This suggests that the networks can extract robust physical information

from imperfect simulations.
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Anti-Kt algorithm in fastjet for jet finding

M Cacciari, et al., 2008

dij = min(p−2
ti , p−2

tj )×
R2
ij

R
Rij = (ηi − ηj)

2 + (φi − φj)
2

where R is the radius parameter.

! Infrared and collinear safe

! ”Closest” particles will be
combined first recursively to
form pseudo-jet.

Recursive Neural Networks in Quark/Gluon Tagging 5

Fig. 2 Typical tree structures for 1 TeV gluon jet (left) and
quark jet (right).

can be implemented in a naive way as one-hot vec-
tors ((ineutral hadron, iphoton, i+, i�), i = 0 or 1, acti-
vated by the particle flow identification, e.g., a photon
is represented by (0, 1, 0, 0)) added to the feature vec-
tor. However, since the one-hot implementation doesn’t
have an additive nature (or, the particle flow identifica-
tion of the inner nodes is not well-defined), the recur-
sive embedding can’t utilize this information e↵ectively.
In Ref. [14], the authors claimed that including parti-
cle flow identification wouldn’t gain any significant im-
provement for their attempt in discriminating boosted
W jets and QCD jets.

In order to search for a better way to implement the
particle flow identification, we ask help from a jet ob-

Fig. 3 Left: Time-unfolded computational graph for a RNN
which only takes the output at the end of the sequence.
Right: Time-unfolded computational graph for a RecNN.
Plots are taken from Ref. [13] with permission.

servable: jet electric charge. Jet charge is a very useful
observable for identifying jet flavor and the identifica-
tion of W’ and Z’. The pt-weighted jet charge [24,25] is
defined as following:

QJ
 =

X

i2J

(
piT
pJT

)qi , (6)

where qi is the electric charge of the particle within the
jet, and piT is the transverse momentum of the compo-
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quark jet (right).
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is represented by (0, 1, 0, 0)) added to the feature vec-
tor. However, since the one-hot implementation doesn’t
have an additive nature (or, the particle flow identifica-
tion of the inner nodes is not well-defined), the recur-
sive embedding can’t utilize this information e↵ectively.
In Ref. [14], the authors claimed that including parti-
cle flow identification wouldn’t gain any significant im-
provement for their attempt in discriminating boosted
W jets and QCD jets.

In order to search for a better way to implement the
particle flow identification, we ask help from a jet ob-
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which only takes the output at the end of the sequence.
Right: Time-unfolded computational graph for a RecNN.
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tion of W’ and Z’. The pt-weighted jet charge [24,25] is
defined as following:
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Figure 3. Left: Time-unfolded computational graph for a RNN which only takes the output at the
end of the sequence. Right: Time-unfolded computational graph for a RecNN. Plots are taken from
Ref. [12]

W, U and V are shared parameters by all the steps. In Fig. 3, unfolded computational

graphs of a typical RNN and a RecNN are depicted. And there is one hidden-to-output at

the end of the sequence. This output can be a final loss function or can be fed into following

classifier. In brief, it summarizes a sequence and gives a fixed-length representation.

Based on the similarity between jet clustering and RecNN architecture, the application

of RecNN is straightforward. The raw data from detector can be used as direct input to the

networks. The measured transverse momentum pT and the angular location (⌘, �) give the

basic feature set. After a regular jet clustering process, the jet (defined by the clustering

structure t with its contents {vi, i = 1, .., Nj}, where vi denotes the four-momentum vector

of i-th particle within the jet) is embedded recursively into an embedding space of fixed size,

then the embedded jet node will be channeled to following classifier (a MLP).

According to Ref. [13], a jet is recursively embedded into a single jet node hjet
1 . And

through this recursive embedding, the history of jet clustering can be included in the final jet

node. The procedure of embedding is a mapping from the feature space (with dimension f) to

the embedding space (with dimension q) Rf
! Rq. For every jet with Nj constituents, there

are 2Nj � 1 clustering nodes. Every node is represented by an input vector in the embedding

space u 2 Rq by a transformation from feature vector x (generally can de defined as (pT , ⌘,

– 6 –

Recursive neural network

�) or other version with the same information contents) as following:

uk = �(Wuxk) + bu) for the k-th node (2.2)

where Wu 2 Rq⇥f , bu 2 Rq and � denotes the ReLU activation function.

Then, the embedding of every node is defined by its children and its own input feed (we

can also define the embedding by simply using the children. This version is also explored and

shows similar performance while reducing the model parameters, see discussion in the next

section):

hk = �

0

B@Wh

2

64
hjet
kL

hjet
kR
uk

3

75+ bh

1

CA (2.3)

where we have model parameters Wh 2 Rq⇥3q, bh 2 Rq. kL and kR are left and right children

of node k respectively. Down to the leaves (the original jet constituents), we have directly

hk = uk. Thus, combining the raw input of detector measurements and jet clustering history,

we can embed the information finally into a single root jet node h1, which is passed to a

following classifier for final classification. All the embedding parameters (Wu, bu, Wh and

bh) are learned using backpropagation jointly with the parameters of the following classifier

Wclf and bclf , by trying to minimize the loss function.

The procedure is depicted as following:

[{t, {vi, i = 1, .., Nj}} ! hjet 2 Rq] ! ReLU ! ReLU ! Sigmoid (2.4)

where the rectified linear unit [21] (ReLU) = max{0, z} is used for the hidden layers in the

classifier, and Sigmoid ( 1
1+e�z ) activation is used for the output layer. And the log loss

function is employed:

L = �
1

N

NX

i

(yi log(y
pred
i ) + (1� yi) log(1� ypredi )) (2.5)

where yi is the label for i-th jet, and ypredi is the prediction of the model.

Recursively defined jet charge:

Other than the very basic input set (pT , ⌘, �), more information can be included. At

the LHC, the particle flow algorithm [22] combines the information through di↵erent parts of

the detector thus gives more identification ability. It can match tracks to the energy deposit

in the calorimeters, thus we have more accurate knowledge about the final states, and also

higher precision on their transvers momenta. Right now, we can identify charged tracks, neu-

tral particles and photons within one jet. But how to implement this information in RecNN

deserves some exploration. They can be implemented in a naive way as one-hot vectors

((ineutral hadron, iphoton, i+, i�), i = 0 or 1) added to the feature vector. However, since the

one-hot implementation doesn’t has an additive nature (or, the particle flow identification of

– 7 –

For the leaves, hk = uk = �(xW + b)
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For other nodes,

where        and        are the hidden information of the 
left and right children of node k.

hjet
kL
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Cross entropy loss function is used for network 
prediction o and true answer y.
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Classification results

Model Iterations R✏=50%

Rec-NN (no gating) 1 70.4 ± 3.6
Rec-NN (gating) 1 83.3 ± 3.1

MPNN (directed) 1 89.4 ± 3.5
MPNN (directed) 2 98.3 ± 4.3
MPNN (directed) 3 85.9 ± 8.5

MPNN (identity) 3 74.5 ± 5.2

Relation Network 1 67.7 ± 6.8

1/FPR @ TPR = 50%

State of the art classification result:

Jets as graphs: W tagging with neural message passing,
Isaac Henrion, Johann Brehmer, Joan Bruna, Kyunghyun Cho, 
Kyle Cranmer, Gilles Louppe, Gaspar Rochette
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Probing heavy ion collisions using quark and gluon jet
substructure with machine learning

Yang-Ting Chien
Center for Theoretical Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.

Abstract
Understanding the inner working of the quark-gluon plasma requires complete and precise jet substructure studies in
heavy ion collisions. In this proceeding we discuss the use of quark and gluon jets as independent probes, and how
their classification allows us to uncover regions of QCD phase space sensitive to medium dynamics. We introduce the
telescoping deconstruction (TD) framework to capture complete jet information and show that TD observables reveal
fundamental properties of quark and gluon jets and their modifications in the medium. We draw connections to soft-
drop subjet distributions and illuminate medium-induced jet modifications using Lund diagrams. The classification
is also studied using a physics-motivated, multivariate analysis of jet substructure observables. Moreover, we apply
image-recognition techniques by training a deep convolutional neural network on jet images to benchmark classification
performances. We find that the quark gluon discrimination performance worsens in Jewel-simulated heavy ion collisions
due to significant soft radiation a↵ecting soft jet substructures. This work suggests a systematic framework for jet studies
and facilitates direct comparisons between theoretical calculations and measurements in heavy ion collisions.

Keywords: Heavy ion physics, jet modification, jet substructure, quark and gluon jets, machine learning

1. Introduction

The study of jet quenching has moved onto detailed analysis of the redistribution of jet energy quantified
by jet substructure modifications. It has been realized that di↵erent jet substructure observables are sensitive
to di↵erent underlying QCD dynamics at characteristic energy scales (left panel of Fig. 1). One can design
jet substructure observables to probe specific regions of phase space where jet-medium interaction may have
the dominant e↵ect. A comprehensive examination of jet substructure modifications will then allow us to
search for possible signatures which may reveal fundamental properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP).
On the other hand, a change of quark and gluon jet fractions in heavy ion collision can contribute signifi-
cantly to jet substructure modifications. An increase of the quark-jet fraction due to larger suppressions of
gluon jets can make the jet energy profile more quark-jet like, an important e↵ect in addition to the jet-by-
jet modification to substructure [1, 2]. This further motivates the studies of jet modifications with di↵erent
quark and gluon jet fractions which enable the use of quark and gluon jets as independent probes.
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8Machine and deep learning techniques in heavy-ion

collisions with ALICE

Rüdiger Haake⇤ for the ALICE collaboration

CERN

E-mail: ruediger.haake@cern.ch

Over the last years, machine learning tools have been successfully applied to a wealth of problems
in high-energy physics. A typical example is the classification of physics objects. Supervised ma-
chine learning methods allow for significant improvements in classification problems by taking
into account observable correlations and by learning the optimal selection from examples, e.g.
from Monte Carlo simulations. Even more promising is the usage of deep learning techniques.
Methods like deep convolutional networks might be able to catch features from low-level param-
eters that are not exploited by default cut-based methods.
These ideas could be particularly beneficial for measurements in heavy-ion collisions, because of
the very large multiplicities. Indeed, machine learning methods potentially perform much better
in systems with a large number of degrees of freedom compared to cut-based methods. Moreover,
many key heavy-ion observables are most interesting at low transverse momentum where the
underlying event is dominant and the signal-to-noise ratio is quite low.
In this work, recent developments of machine- and deep learning applications in heavy-ion colli-
sions with ALICE will be presented, with focus on a deep learning-based b-jet tagging approach
and the measurement of low-mass dielectrons. While the b-jet tagger is based on a mixture of
shallow fully-connected and deep convolutional networks, the low-mass dielectron measurement
uses gradient boosting and shallow neural networks. Both methods are very promising compared
to default cut-based methods.

EPS-HEP 2017, European Physical Society conference on High Energy Physics

5-12 July 2017

Venice, Italy

⇤Speaker.

c� Copyright owned by the author(s) under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). https://pos.sissa.it/
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b-jet tagging in p+Pb collisions

Automated Discovery of Jet Substructure Analyses

Yue Shi Lai
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

The study of the substructure of collimated particles from quarks and gluons, or jets, has the
promise to reveal the details how color charges interact with the QCD plasma medium created
in colliders such as RHIC and the LHC. Traditional jet substructure observables have been con-
structed using expert knowledge, and are largely transplanted, unmodified, from the high-energy
physics, where the goal is primarily the study of boosted hadronic decays. A novel neural network
architecture is described that is capable of examining theoretical models, and constructs, on its
own, an analysis procedure that is sensitive to the internal model features. This architecture, in
combination with symbolic regression, further allows the extraction of closed-form algebraic expres-
sions from the learned result – enabling the automatically constructed jet substructure analysis to
be subsequently understood and reproduced by humans. This system is then tasked to construct
an analysis that infers the plasma temperature from observing jets, which is demonstrated using
both JEWEL and the Linearized Boltzmann Transport model, and at the presence of a realistic
remnant of the plasma, or underlying event, that the measurement has to overcome. In a demon-
stration how algorithms can produce original research in direct competition to human experts, the
resulting jet substructure variables and analyses are capable of determining the initial temperature
of the plasma medium from analyzing 1200–2500 jets, a performance not seen in existing, manually
designed analyses. Comparison of an incidentally discovered observable with the existing literature
further indicates that the system described is capable of examining the model phase spaces to a
detail at least comparable to the current field of human experts.

Colliders, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN, can be used to heat nuclei to very high tempera-
ture and compress them to densities many times that of
normal nuclei. It has been shown that heavy ion colli-
sions at both RHIC and the LHC undergo a phase tran-
sition from normal, bound hadronic matter to a plasma
of quarks and gluons. This quark–gluon plasma has sur-
prising properties: it flows as a nearly frictionless fluid,
and exhibits a large opacity to transiting quarks and glu-
ons [1].

Analogous to the Bethe formula known for the electro-
magnetic charge and plasma, a key question is the magni-
tude and mechanism of energy loss by quarks and gluons
(partons) passing through quark–gluon plasma, and how
the plasma transports the deposited energy. Addressing
this experimentally requires observables sensitive to the
interaction between partons and the plasma. A novel ap-
proach uses jet substructure observables, built from the
angular correlation of energies inside the collimated spray
of hadrons (known as a jet) that a parton becomes before
reaching the detector.

In heavy ion publications utilizing jet substructure
(e.g. [2]), the substructure variables re-use those devel-
oped to tag boosted objects in high energy physics. So
far, most known substructure analyses are moderately
sensitive to the presence of a heavy-ion collision vs. the
proton–proton baseline, but do not demonstrate a sensi-
tivity to specific heavy ion model features. Consequently,
we do not know whether jet substructure can provde as
much information about quark gluon plasma properties
as existing measurements of the soft, bulk emission [3]. In
this article, examples of novel jet substructure variables
are given, together with a neural network (NN) based
method that led to their discovery. The demonstration

of such an automatically produced, previously unknown
result is also a demonstration how algorithms can pro-
duce original research in direct competition to human
experts.

Possible analyses that can be applied to Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) in hadron or heavy ion collider
experiments can be expressed as a combination of two
functions, the per-event observable extraction and a sub-
sequent statistical analysis. A human expert would con-
struct analyses iteratively via generating hypothesis from
his or her knowledge or intuition, and testing it against
models. However, when the function space of possible
analyses is very large, a competing method would be
automated search for an analysis of the desired prop-
erty, using numerical optimization. Neural Networks are
known as universal function approximators [4], and deep
layered NN have been demonstrated to be more e�cient
than traditional “shallow” function approximation tech-
niques [5].

First, the general formulation of analysis functions us-
ing the structure of the NN is described. Then, tak-
ing advantage of the e�cient optimization that can be
applied to NN, analyses are constructed by optimizing
performance extracting physics parameters from Monte
Carlo models, without involving human physics knowl-
edge in designing the analysis. This is in departure
from previous instances of automated generation of scien-
tific hypotheses for research, where (non-mathematical)
domain-specific, human knowledge are used as input (e.g.
[6]).

Events for the NN training are generated for lead–lead
(Pb-Pb) collision at a center-of-mass energy of

p
sNN =

5.02 TeV, corresponding to the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) Run-2 data. The impact parameter range sam-
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Jet Substructure at the Large Hadron Collider:

A Review of Recent Advances in Theory and Machine Learning

Andrew J. Larkoski⇤

Physics Department, Reed College, Portland, OR 97202, USA

Ian Moult†

Berkeley Center for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA and
Theoretical Physics Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Benjamin Nachman‡

Physics Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
(Dated: September 15, 2017)

Jet substructure has emerged to play a central role at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), where it has
provided numerous innovative new ways to search for new physics and to probe the Standard Model
in extreme regions of phase space. In this article we provide a comprehensive review of state of the
art theoretical and machine learning developments in jet substructure. This article is meant both
as a pedagogical introduction, covering the key physical principles underlying the calculation of jet
substructure observables, the development of new observables, and cutting edge machine learning
techniques for jet substructure, as well as a comprehensive reference for experts. We hope that it
will prove a useful introduction to the exciting and rapidly developing field of jet substructure at
the LHC.

This constitutes the theory and machine learning sections of a review on jet substructure at the LHC
for Reviews of Modern Physics. An overview of recent experimental progress in jet substructure
will appear separately, and the complete review will be submitted to Reviews of Modern Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently the cen-
ter of attention in particle physics, providing a unique op-
portunity to probe the dynamics of the Standard Model
(SM) at the TeV scale, and to search for new physics.
One of the major new developments which has come to
play a central role at the LHC is jet substructure. Jets
are collimated sprays of particles resulting from quarks
and gluons produced at high energy; jet substructure is
a set of tools to exploit information from the radiation
pattern inside these jets. For example, jet substructure
can be used to identify boosted hadronically decaying
electroweak bosons and top quarks. Jet substructure
techniques have provided innovative advances in prob-
ing the SM, in addition to improving the sensitivity for
new physics searches. The surge of interest in jet sub-
structure at the LHC has been driven by the extended
energy reach, which has inspired new theoretical ideas
and reconstruction techniques to probe this previously
unexplored and exciting regime.

The renewed theoretical interest in jet structure has
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Countless applications in P+P jets, few in heavy ion jets.

Machine Learning for Heavy Flavor Jet Tagging at RHIC
Speaker: George Halal



Future challenges — deep learning for heavy ion jets
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A fast and reliable Monte Carlo event generator! 

Jetscape



Summary

!38

• Machine learning has long been employed in heavy ion collisions.

• More studies on heavy ion jets will come using Bayesian analysis and deep neural 
network.

• Monte Carlo simulation (JETSCAPE) is very important to accumulating big 
amount of labeled training data for heavy ion collisions.



Backups
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Sorry for those whose work I did not have time to 
mention in the short time!



Classifying two phase transition regions
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DCNN
crossover

1st order phase transition        

⇢(pT ,�)



Key idea for this proof-of-principle study

!41

Supervised learning using deep convolution neural network with big amount of 
labeled training data (spectra, EoS type) from event-by-event relativistic 
hydrodynamics.



Open Source Libraries

!42

# Build one fully connected neural network (784->10->10 neurons) in Keras, for MNIST 

from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense, Activation 

model = Sequential() 
model.add(Dense(output_dim=10, input_dim=784)) 
model.add(Activation("relu")) 
model.add(Dense(output_dim=10)) 
model.add(Activation(“softmax")) 
model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='sgd', metrics=['accuracy'])

Keras is a high level neural network library, written in Python and capable of 
running on top of either TensorFlow or Theano.

2017/01/15: Keras becomes a part of Tensorflow.

Keras + TensorFlow in 
the present study



Convolution Neural Network — 2D

!43
animations from: https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic

no padding, no stride arbitrary padding, no stride no padding, stride



Prediction Difference Analysis
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Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

VISUALIZING DEEP NEURAL NETWORK DECISIONS:
PREDICTION DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

Luisa M Zintgraf1,3, Taco S Cohen1, Tameem Adel1, Max Welling1,2
1University of Amsterdam, 2Canadian Institute of Advanced Research, 3Vrije Universiteit Brussel
{lmzintgraf,tameem.hesham}@gmail.com, {t.s.cohen, m.welling}@uva.nl

ABSTRACT

This article presents the prediction difference analysis method for visualizing the
response of a deep neural network to a specific input. When classifying images,
the method highlights areas in a given input image that provide evidence for or
against a certain class. It overcomes several shortcoming of previous methods and
provides great additional insight into the decision making process of classifiers.
Making neural network decisions interpretable through visualization is important
both to improve models and to accelerate the adoption of black-box classifiers in
application areas such as medicine. We illustrate the method in experiments on
natural images (ImageNet data), as well as medical images (MRI brain scans).

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have emerged as the method of choice for
perceptual tasks such as speech recognition and image classification. In essence, a DNN is a highly
complex non-linear function, which makes it hard to understand how a particular classification comes
about. This lack of transparency is a significant impediment to the adoption of deep learning in areas
of industry, government and healthcare where the cost of errors is high.

In order to realize the societal promise of deep learning - e.g., through self-driving cars or personalized
medicine - it is imperative that classifiers learn to explain their decisions, whether it is in the lab, the
clinic, or the courtroom. In scientific applications, a better understanding of the complex dependencies
learned by deep networks could lead to new insights and theories in poorly understood domains.

In this paper, we present a new, probabilistically sound methodology for explaining classification
decisions made by deep neural networks. The method can be used to produce a saliency map for each
(instance, node) pair that highlights the parts (features) of the input that constitute most evidence for
or against the activation of the given (internal or output) node. See figure 1 for an example.

In the following two sections, we review related work and then present our approach. In section 4 we
provide several demonstrations of our technique for deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs)
trained on ImageNet data, and further how the method can be applied when classifying MRI brain
scans of HIV patients with neurodegenerative disease.

Figure 1: Example of our visualization method: explains why the DCNN (GoogLeNet) predicts "cockatoo".
Shown is the evidence for (red) and against (blue) the prediction. We see that the facial features of the cockatoo
are most supportive for the decision, and parts of the body seem to constitute evidence against it. In fact, the
classifier most likely considers them evidence for the second-highest scoring class, white wolf.

1
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Figure 3: Visualization of the effects of marginal versus conditional sampling using the GoogLeNet
classifier. The classifier makes correct predictions (ostrich and saxophone), and we show the evidence for (red)
and against (blue) this decision at the output layer. We can see that conditional sampling gives more targeted
explanations compared to marginal sampling. Also, marginal sampling assigns too much importance on pixels
that are easily predictable conditioned on their neighboring pixels.

Figure 4: Visualization of how different window sizes influence the visualization result. We used the
conditional sampling method and the AlexNet classifier with l = k + 4 and varying k. We can see that even
when removing single pixels (k = 1), this has a noticeable effect on the classifier and more important pixels get
a higher score. By increasing the window size we can get a more easily interpretable, smooth result until the
image gets blurry for very large window sizes.

We start this section by demonstrating our proposed improvements (sections 3.1 - 3.3).

Marginal vs Conditional Sampling

Figure 3 shows visualizations of the spatial support for the highest scoring class, using marginal
and conditional sampling (with k = 10 and l = 14). We can see that conditional sampling leads
to results that are more refined in the sense that they concentrate more around the object. We can
also see that marginal sampling leads to pixels being declared as important that are very easily
predictable conditioned on their neighboring pixels (like in the saxophone example). Throughout our
experiments, we have found that conditional sampling tends to give more specific and fine-grained
results than marginal sampling. For the rest of our experiments, we therefore show results using
conditional sampling only.

Multivariate Analysis

For ImageNet data, we have observed that setting k = 10 gives a good trade-off between sharp results
and a smooth appearance. Figure 4 shows how different window sizes influence the resolution of the
visualization. Surprisingly, removing only one pixel does have a measurable effect on the prediction,
and the largest effect comes from sensitive pixels. We expected that removing only one pixel does
not have any effect on the classification outcome, but apparently the classifier is sensitive even to
these small changes. However when using such a small window size, it is difficult to make sense of
the sign information in the visualization. If we want to get a good impression of which parts in the
image are evidence for/against a class, it is therefore better to use larger windows. If k is chosen too
large however, the results tend to get blurry. Note that these results are not just simple averages of
one another, but a multivariate approach is indeed necessary to observe the presented results.

Deep Visualization of Hidden Network Layers

Our third main contribution is the extension of the method to neural networks; to understand the role
of hidden layers in a DNN. Figure 5 shows how different feature maps in three different layers of the
GoogLeNet react to the input of a tabby cat (see figure 6, middle image). For each feature map in a
convolutional layer, we first compute the relevance of the input image for each hidden unit in that
map. To estimate what the feature map as a whole is doing, we show the average of the relevance
vectors over all units in that feature map. The first convolutional layer works with different types of
simple image filters (e.g., edge detectors), and what we see is which parts of the input image respond

5
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Figure 2: Simple illustration of the sampling procedure in algorithm 1. Given the input image x, we select
every possible patch xw (in a sliding window fashion) of size k ⇥ k and place a larger patch x̂w of size l ⇥ l
around it. We can then conditionally sample xw by conditioning on the surrounding patch x̂w.

Algorithm 1 Evaluating the prediction difference using conditional and multivariate sampling
Input: classifier with outputs p(c|x), input image x of size n⇥ n, inner patch size k, outer patch
size l > k, class of interest c, probabilistic model over patches of size l ⇥ l, number of samples S
Initialization: WE = zeros(n*n), counts = zeros(n*n)
for every patch xw of size k ⇥ k in x do

x0 = copy(x)
sumw = 0
define patch x̂w of size l ⇥ l that contains xw

for s = 1 to S do
x0
w  xw sampled from p(xw|x̂w\xw)

sumw += p(c|x0) . evaluate classifier
end for
p(c|x\xw) := sumw/S

WE[coordinates of xw] += log2(odds(c|x))� log2(odds(c|x\xw))
counts[coordinates of xw] += 1

end for
Output: WE / counts . point-wise division

where odds(c|x) = p(c|x)/(1 � p(c|x)). To avoid problems with zero probabilities, Laplace
correction p (pN + 1)/(N +K) is used, where N is the number of training instances and K the
number of classes.

The method produces a relevance vector (WEi)i=1...m (m being the number of features) of the same
size as the input, which reflects the relative importance of all features. A large prediction difference
means that the feature contributed substantially to the classification, whereas a small difference
indicates that the feature was not important for the decision. A positive value WEi means that the
feature has contributed evidence for the class of interest: removing it would decrease the confidence
of the classifier in the given class. A negative value on the other hand indicates that the feature
displays evidence against the class: removing it also removes potentially conflicting or irritating
information and the classifier becomes more certain in the investigated class.

3.1 CONDITIONAL SAMPLING

In equation (3), the conditional probability p(xi|x\i) of a feature xi is approximated using the
marginal distribution p(xi). This is a very crude approximation. In images for example, a pixel’s
value is highly dependent on other pixels. We propose a much more accurate approximation, based
on the following two observations: a pixel depends most strongly on a small neighborhood around it,
and the conditional of a pixel given its neighborhood does not depend on the position of the pixel in
the image. For a pixel xi, we can therefore find a patch x̂i of size l⇥ l that contains xi, and condition
on the remaining pixels in that patch:

p(xi|x\i) ⇡ p(xi|x̂\i) . (4)

This greatly improves the approximation while remaining completely tractable.

For a feature to become relevant when using conditional sampling, it now has to satisfy two conditions:
being relevant to predict the class of interest, and be hard to predict from the neighboring pixels.
Relative to the marginal method, we therefore downweight the pixels that can easily be predicted and
are thus redundant in this sense.

3



Importance map for testing dataset
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LongGang Pang                 Identifying QCD transition using deep learning 
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• Importance regions are different for different testing datasets 

• eta/s introduces a small difference

GROUP 1 GROUP 2

C12 =< NANB > � < NA >< NB >

NA = N(pT = 0.3,� = ±⇡/2)

NB = N(pT = 0.8,� = ⇡)
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• Experimentalists may look for new observables/
correlation functions that are sensitive to EoS, 
inspired by the importance map given by machine 
learning. E.g.



The correlation matrix from the simulated data
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• Confirms various correlations, e.g. (v2, v4), (v2, v5), 
(v3, v5), (<pt>, dN/dY)…

• Reveals strong correlation between <pt> and v5! 
(never been found before).

• But those traditional observables and correlations can 
not classify the 2 different EoS.



EBE distribution of pre-defined observables (black-EOSL, red-EOSQ)
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Correlations between several observables (black-EOSL, red-EOSQ)
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• The event-by-event distributions of 
the traditional observables fail to 
distinguish two different EoS. 

• The correlation between (v2, v3), 
(v2, v4), (v2, v5) and (<pt>, v5) 
fail to distinguish two different 
EoS.



Traditional Machine Learning vs. deep neural network
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• Training and testing data: 15x48 components raw spectra or 85 pre-defined 
observables or principle components in raw spectra from PCA method

• Machine learning Tools: 

• Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier

• Support Vector Machine Classifier

• Decision Tree Classifier

• Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Trees



Traditional Machine Learning vs. deep neural network
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Prediction Accuracy GROUP1 GROUP2

obs + Gaussian Naive 
Bayes 46.2% 47.6%

obs + Decision Tree 57.5% 64.9%

obs + Random Forest 62.5% 69.8%

obs + Gradient 
Boosting Trees 66.9% 81.9%

obs + linear SVC 75.8% 84.6%

obs + SVC rbf kernel 60.9% 56.7%

raw + linear SVC 65.2% 84.3%

pca + linear SVC 46.4% 47.7%

our approach (DCNN) ~95%



SOME RANDOMLY SELECTED PARTICLE SPECTRA
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Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier
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Bayes Classifier: P (c|x) = P (c)P (x|c)
P (x)

Naive Bayes Classifier: P (c|x) = P (c)

P (x)

dX

i=1

P (xi|c)

Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier: p(xi|c) =
1p

2⇡�c,i

exp

"
� (xi � µc,i)2

2�2
c,i

#

• NB: Assume each feature affects classification independently

• GNB: For continuous features, using probability density distribution.



Linear Support Vector Machine Classifier
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and are support vectors for classification.

• SVM: Looking for the widest street 
that can separate 2 classes.

• Each data point is a n-dimensional 
vector

• The decision boundary is one n-1 
dimensional hyper surface.



Support Vector Machine with non-linear kernels
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• Left: dataset with one feature x1, not linearly separable

• Right: define x2 = x1 * x1, now linearly separable

• kernels are easier ways to introduce this non-linearity



Decision Tree
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• Poor decision tree (accuracy 57% for Group1 and 64.9% for Group2) — features 
are not robust.

• For this tree, the best result is determined by the right bottom block ( Gini 
impurity = 0.0096). 



Ensemble Methods (1) Bagging and Stacking
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三个臭臭⽪皮匠，抵过诸葛亮

Naive Bayes SVM Neural Nets Random Forest

…

Training Data

• Random Forest: each decision tree is a weak classifier, many diverse decision trees + majority 
voting = strong classifier whose accuracy is higher than the best classifier in the ensemble.

• Bagging: many different classifiers + majority voting (少数服从多数)

• Stacking: many different classifiers + learning to vote (真理可能掌握在少数⼈⼿中）



Ensemble Methods (2) Boosting
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知错能改，善莫⼤大焉

• Boosting: sequentially improve the classifier by paying more attention to 
misclassified samples

• Example: AdaBoost, XGBoost (many winners of Kaggle data science competing)


